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Abstract

Reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS) is a linear optical technique that mea-

sures the difference in the reflectance of two orthogonal polarisations at normal

incidence. It achieves surface and interface sensitivity when the bulk material, such

as a cubic semiconductor, is optically isotropic. The penetration depth of optical ra-

diation allows RAS to probe buried interfaces. RAS has been used to probe various

one-dimensional (1-D) structures grown on vicinal Si(111) surfaces under ultra-high

vacuum (UHV) conditions. The RAS system response was extended into the IR,

where important optical transitions occur, for both a photoelastic modulated sys-

tem and a rotating sample system using a tuneable IR laser. RAS spectra of single

domain Si(111)-5×2-Au, Si(557)-Au and Si(775)-Au structures showed large min-

ima in the region around 2 eV and, in the case of Si(111)-5×2-Au a large maximum

below 1 eV.

The monolayer (ML) coverage of Au required for the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface

reconstruction has been extracted from the RAS response. Using the well known

coverage of Au required for the Si(557)-Au reconstruction, the Au deposition rate

was accurately calibrated. By analysis of the coverage required for several Si(111)

vicinal off-cuts, taking into account the different step densities, a coverage for a

”pure” Si(111)-5× 2-Au surface was calculated. A value of 0.59 ML ± 0.08ML was

found, in agreement with the recent work. The value supports a new three chain

model for the Si(111)-5× 2-Au surface reconstruction.

Upon deposition of small amounts of Si adatoms on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface

and subsequent annealing, the RAS spectra changed dramatically, as the adatom

decorated ”5×4” reconstruction was formed. Temperature dependent studies al-

lowed 100% and a 0% adatom filled sites RAS spectra to be extracted. These

spectra will be particularly useful for comparison with future ab initio optical re-

sponse calculations. The optical signatures from this surface could prove to be very

interesting in the study of defect induced charge density waves.

A strong optical anisotropy was also seen on the Si(775)-Au and Si(557)-Au

surfaces. The RAS spectra showed a minimum around 2 eV but the maximum above

1 eV, seen on the Si(111)-5× 2-Au surface was not present. A possible explanation

is that the chain structures on these narrower terraces are more sensitive to the

presence of kinks. The average length of the Au chains is expected to be significantly

shorter on the Si(775)-Au and Si(557)-Au surfaces, as the kinks will terminate the

Au chains more efficiently than on the lower angle offcuts, used for the Si(111)-5×2-

Au studies.
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The RAS response from Si(557) shows two peaks related to surface modified

bulk states at 3.4 eV and 4.25 eV, and a surface state at 1.2 eV. The RAS signal

was compared with preliminary ab initio optical response calculations. Reasonable

results were found for a bulk terminated and relaxed Si(557) surface. However,

the structure is known to consist of a triple step structure of approximately (112)

orientation and the large terrace of the Si(111)-7×7 reconstruction. Calculations of

the RAS spectra from Si(112) did not reproduce the features seen experimentally.

Elongated Pb islands with lengths of up to 430 nm and widths of 60 nm were

grown on Si(557)-Au and their RAS spectra were recorded. The wires showed a

strong RAS signal with a negative peak at 1.1 eV and a positive peak at 0.47

eV. The Pb islands could be capped with a-Si and their reflection anisotropy was

retained, with both peaks shifted to the IR. The results showed that capping with

a-Si was largely successful. The modelling of the RAS response was less successful.

A nanoantenna approach gave reasonable values of the length of the Pb islands,

using the wavelength of the maximum. Other models, which attempted to predict

the line shape, could reproduce either the minimum or maximum accurately but

not both. However, these models neglect both quadrupolar effects and dipole-dipole

interactions between islands. The sensitivity of the RAS response to the detail of

the island structure indicates that RAS could be a powerful probe of plasmonic

structures if a suitable theoretical model can be developed.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Opening remarks

As modern industry drives for ever smaller and faster electrical components they

encounter both physical and processing limitations. The physical problems in some

cases are related to strange new physics due to the reduced dimensionality of the

structures [1]. For example Ag nanodots (∼ 20 atoms) grown on Si(111)-3 × 1-

Ag (figure 1.1) [2, 3] are not metallic, but are semiconducting [4]. The processing

limitations are related to the difficulties in actually producing features that are

smaller than ∼ 30nm.

Figure 1.1: Ag Nanodots on a Si(111)-3× 1-Ag (after [4]).

These nanostructures have a high surface to volume ratio. A 1 cm cube of

Ag contains about 6 × 1022 atoms. Of these 7 × 1015 are surface atoms, or 1 in

107. In the silver nanodots the 20 atoms are in a single atomic layer, so they

are all surface atoms. This problem is unavoidable, but with some clever device

design these strange properties can be used to make devices that are faster than

conventional electronics [5]. However, if the surface of the device is changed it can

drastically alter the properties of the device. This is a major problem as exposure to

the ambient will drastically alter the surface of most materials. To avoid these issues

structures are often grown under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions at pressures≤
10−10 mbar. Structures can then be capped with a material to prevent the corrosion

and contamination by the ambient on removal from the growth chamber.

After capping it is important to find out if the shape, composition or properties of
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the structures have been altered in any way. Conventional surface science techniques,

like scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and low

energy electron diffraction (LEED), work extremely well with uncapped nanoscale

systems, but due to the low penetration depth of electrons they cannot be used

to study capped nanostructures. However, photons have a large penetration depth

(figure 1.2). This means that optical techniques can ”look under” the cap and

provide important information about the properties of buried structures, provided

the signal can be distinguished from the underlying bulk [6–9]. In addition, electrical

conductivity can be measured optically [10], thus avoiding the contact problem when

characterising nanostructure conductivity.

Figure 1.2: A comparison of escape depth between optical and electron based tech-

niques (after [9]).

The processing limitations relate to the finite resolution that can be achieved

by using photolithography. Photolithography is the most prominent technique for

creating devices. It works by using a polymer that changes when exposed to ul-

traviolet (UV) light. Areas exposed to the light are then washed off and the rest

is used as a mask to control the implantation of dopants, oxide removal etc. This

technique has a minimum size due to the diffraction limit of light. By using clever

techniques [11, 12] light of ∼ 190nm can produce features of about ∼ 30nm. This

however seems to be a tough limit to get past. There is a push to use shorter wave-
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length light or electrons but it is unclear what resolution this will be able to achieve

in practice. A way around this problem is to use a technique called self-assembly

or bottom up production [13]. This is when nanostructures grow themselves. An

example of this is deposition onto a stepped surface. Generally, the most energet-

ically favorable position for adatoms to sit is at the step edge [14]. This method

can even produce single atomic chains which are very interesting model systems for

1-dimensional (1-D) physics [15] (chapter 2).

The main optical technique that was used during this project to study nanoscale

surfaces and interfaces was reflection anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS), a linear opti-

cal technique. It uses symmetry to achieve surface and interface selectivity. RAS

measures the difference in reflectivity between two orthogonal polarisations at near

normal incidence and thus can be used to study surfaces and interfaces with in-

plane optical anisotropy [16]. If the bulk is isotropic only the surface will produce

a signal. A comprehensive review of RAS has been published recently [17]. Two

different experimental set-ups were used. The first technique used a photo-elastic

modulator PEM to effectively switch the polarisation of the light at a frequency of

56 kHz. The other technique used a sample rotation stage that spun at 20 Hz. Both

techniques have advantages and disadvantages depending on the spectral range [18].

A detailed discussion of RAS is included in chapter 4.

1.2 Scope of the thesis and overview of the literature

The scope of this project is to produce and characterise wires grown by self-assembly

that are less than 10 nm in two of their dimensions and then to investigate how

capping changes their properties. Physics of quasi 0-, 1- and 2-dimensional material

is an exciting area of research and with new processing techniques it has become

possible to create systems that are at the limits of a single atom [19], single atomic

chain [20] or single atomic layer (monolayer, ML) [21].

By depositing metal on a Si substrate many low dimensional structures can be

formed. The clean Si surface has dangling bonds which will increase its surface

energy. The surface will reconstruct to try to minimise these dangling bonds and

hence surface energy [22]. When metal atoms are introduced they will interact

strongly with the dangling bonds and cause different surface reconstructions to form

[23]. Depending on the metal, Si surface orientation, amount of metal deposited

and annealing temperatures surfaces that have quasi - 1- and 2-dimensionality can

be formed. Of interest for this project are the 1-dimensional structures. Examples

of these are Si(111)-5 × 2-Au [24], Si(111)-4 × 1-In [25] and Si(111)-3 × 1-Ag [26].
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Figure 1.3: A simplistic picture of a vicinal surface, where α is the vicinal angle. In

the example drawn, Si(775), the angle α is ∼ 8.5◦ in the [112] direction. The dotted

line represents the optical surface.

When grown on singular Si(111) these systems are multi-domain, because each of

the 3 surface domains that are rotated from each other by 120◦ have equal energy

of formation. For large area probes, including RAS, macroscopic averaging will

result in an overall 3-fold symmetry, hiding the lower symmetry of the individual

domains. Vicinal substrates cut close to the [111] direction (see figure 1.3) can

produce perfectly aligned step structures with suitable heat treatment [27, 28] (figure

1.4) . Deposition can then lead to a single domain, as the domain aligned with the

steps generally has a lower energy of formation [29].

The systems of interest to this project were Au on Si(111) and its vicinal off-cuts.

Several structures can be formed on this surface depending on off-cut angle, anneal-

ing temperatures and Au coverage. The Si(111)-5× 2-Au and its related structures

are particularly interesting due to the one-dimensional nature of the surface states

[30]. This family of surfaces has been quite controversial. Si(557)-5 × 1-Au was

initially claimed to show spin-charge separation [31], but this was found to actually

be a spin split state [32]. Si(111)-5 × 2-Au was shown to have adatoms sitting on

top of its chains [33]. These adatoms were initially thought to be Au [34] but have

now been shown to be Si [35, 36]. Also, most interestingly, there is ongoing debate

about the structure of the Si(111)-5 × 2-Au surface, with recent papers claiming

that both a 2-chain [37] and 3-chain model [24] are energetically stable and match

experimental data. Only one RAS study of Si(111)-5 × 2-Au has been reported

previously [38] (figure 1.5) and more detailed studies are presented in chapter 5. It

has also been shown recently on the Si(111)-4× 1-In surface that RAS can provide

new information which can help in determining the surface structure. It can achieve

this as the optical transitions involve both valance and conduction states, giving

additional sensitivity over conventional surface techniques [25].
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Figure 1.4: Step array on a Si(111)-7× 7 surface. The image contains a single kink

in about 20,000 step edge sites; the location is highlighted by the red square. The

image is 340 × 390 nm. (after[28]).

Figure 1.5: RAS spectra from Si(111)-5 × 2-Au (after [38]). The surface modified

bulk critical points for Si are marked, 3.4 eV and 4.25 eV. The structure at 2.7 eV

is believed to come from the 5× 2 reconstruction.
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Another method of producing 1-dimensional structures is to deposit on a sub-

strate that has a strong anisotropic diffusion. Atoms can diffuse in one direction

only and long metallic islands can be formed. Two examples of this type of growth

are Ag deposited on Si(111)-3× 1-Ag [7] and Pb deposited on Si(557)-5× 1-Au [39].

Various attempts have been made to model the infrared (IR) optical anisotropy of

these metallic structures including an antenna model [40], anisotropic Drude dielec-

tric model [7] and a Bruggeman type model [41]. These models are discussed further

in chapter 7.

Finally capping such structures with amorphous silicon (a-Si) is explored. It

was hoped that depositing about 10 nm of a-Si would protect structures from the

ambient. Si forms a self-limiting oxide of about 1 nm in thickness after a few days

exposure to the atmosphere, preventing corrosion and contamination of the sample.

a-Si is chosen as a capping material as it is transparent in the IR, the region where

effects due to metallic conductivity changes are expected. Also, the band gap of a-Si

(∼1.5 eV) indicates that there should be little or no coupling between the metallic

states of the wires and the capping layer. Of particular interest is that recent surface

x-ray diffraction studies have shown that capping the Si(111)-5×2-Au structure with

a-Si does not perturb the position of the Au atoms [42].
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2 Physics in one dimension

One dimensional (1-D) physics has captivated theoretical physicists for generations.

Many problems can be solved analytically in 1-D that do not have an analytical

solution in higher dimensions. While a true 1-D material is purely a theoretical

construct several materials approaching 1-D can now be routinely manufactured in

the lab. These materials have hinted at some strange new properties of materials,

such as exotic types of superconductivity and unusual quasi -particles. It is very

important that these materials are understood and hopefully new technologies will

emerge due to their unique properties.

2.1 Properties of metals in 1-D

In two and three dimensions electrons can easily avoid each other but in 1-D they

can’t and become strongly correlated. This implies that the single electron Fermi

liquid model for weakly interacting electrons is no longer adequate and must be

replaced by models involving collective excitations, such as the Tomonaga-Luttinger

liquid model [43, 44]. Even without considering these collective excitations, physics

in 1-D will be drastically different to physics in higher dimensions, as the next four

sections outline.

2.1.1 1-D density of states

In solid state physics, the density of states of a system is the number of states at

each energy that are available to be occupied. The density of states is related to

the curvature of the bands at that particular energy. The flatter the curvature the

greater the density of states. For a 3-D free electron metal the density of states is

given by:

g(E) dE =
1

2π2

(
2m

h̄2

)3/2√
E dE (2.1)

where g(E) is the density of states and m is the mass of the electron. For a 1-D free

electron metal the density of states is drastically different and is given by [45]:

g(E) dE =
1

2π2

(
2m

h̄2

)1/2∑
i

niH(E − Ei)
(E − Ei)1/2

dE (2.2)

where H is the Heaviside step function (H(x) = 0 when x is negative, H(x) = 1

when x is positive). Ei is the onset energy for each energy level and ni is the

degeneracy factor. Figure 2.1 shows the difference between the 3-D and 1-D free

electron density of states. The 3-D density of states simply shows a
√
E behavior,
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Figure 2.1: The 3-D free electron gas density of states compared to the 1-D free

electron gas density of states

while 1-D density of states shows a series of spikes called van Hove singularities.

These van Hove singularities are important in optical spectroscopy as they will give

strong absorption spikes at energies where an electron can be promoted from one van

Hove singularity to the next. They will also show strong fluorescence as electrons

decay down from one singularity to the next. This 1-D density of states behavior

has been recorded for single wall carbon nanotubes [46].

2.1.2 Peierls instability

The best way to describe the Peierls instability is to consider a system with just

one parabolic metallic band. If the atoms of this system are arranged in a periodic

1-D wire, with lattice constant a, they will have a band structure similar to figure

2.2 a. However Peierls showed that every 1-D system can reduce its total energy if

the periodicity of the system alters slightly [47]. The simplest Peierls instability is a

doubling of the atomic periodicity along the chain length, with the lattice constant

doubling to 2a. This causes a back-folding of the bands and a gap opening (figure

2.2 b). The energy gain is shown by the light gray shaded area. This instability

means that an unsupported 1-D chain of metallic atoms will always have a semi-

conducting ground state. The transition is most favorable when electrons are close

to their ground state and as such is normally seen at low temperature. However,
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of the Peierls instability. a) A half-filled parabolic band

structure for a 1-D chain of electrons. b) The same chain after a periodicity doubling

along the chain direction, which induces a back-folding of the band structure with

a band gap opening. The light gray shaded area shows the energy gain associated

with the transition.

if the metallic chain is supported on a substrate, such as Si, this transition can be

suppressed due to the interaction of the chain with the rigid lattice of the substrate,

and will only be seen at very low temperatures. The transition between room

temperature Si(111)-4×1-In and low temperature Si(111)-8×2-In is an interesting

example of the complexity of Peierls transitions in surface structures [48–51].

2.1.3 Charge density waves

Charge density waves (CDWs) are a general term for a sinusoidally modulated charge

distribution in space. A Peierls instability is one example of a CDW, but most charge

density waves will form by a mechanism that is not strictly a Peierls mechanism. A

Peierls distortion is strictly a phonon-electron interaction (involving a single metallic

band) [47], while many CDWs can be induced by defects and can involve several

bands and interchain interactions. A CDW will have the same effect as a Peierls

distortion in that it will cause the 1-D metallic chain to have an insulating ground

state. Unfortunately, CDWs and Peierls distortions prohibit the formation of a

ground state Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid. The doubling/tripling of the periodicity in

the Si(553)-Au system at low temperature [52, 53] is one example of CDW formation,

while the adatoms on Si(111)-5×2-Au are an excellent example of defect mediated

CDW formation [24, 54, 55]. A variation of a charge density wave is a spin density
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wave (SDW) where the spin will be sinusoidally modulated in space. SDW are seen

in several 1-D materials such as Bechgaard salts [56–58] and high Tc superconductors

[59]. They have also recently been predicted to occur on Si(553)-Au and Si(557)-Au

[60], but have not been observed.

2.1.4 Ballistic electron transport

Ballistic transport is the motion of electrons with negligible electrical resistivity due

to scattering through the material. It occurs for materials where the mean free path

of the electron is significantly greater than the length of the wire containing the

electron. When this happens the resistance in the wire will depend solely on the

contact resistance. The contact resistance Gc can be calculated and is a universal

constant for a 1-D conductor. The number of transverse modes in the wire is given

by N = 2W/λf where W is the width of the wire and λf is the Fermi wavelength.

Each mode can carry a current of Im = Ve2gm υm where V is the voltage between

the two ends of the wire, e is the charge of an electron, gm is the density of states of

the mode and υm is the group velocity of the mode. The group velocity is related

to the density of states by gm = 1/(h̄υm). Substituting into the previous equation

gives:

Im =
e2

h̄
V (2.3)

As new modes are introduced the conductance will jump in steps of 2e2/h̄ (the factor

of two is introduced because each mode can carry two electrons, one up-spin and one

down-spin). This result has been shown experimentally for several different types

of samples [61–63].

2.1.5 Spin-Charge separation

If a ground state Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid could be formed what would its proper-

ties be? There are several interesting phenomena that would be seen. For example,

when an electron is removed from the system, for example by photoemission, it

forms a positively charged hole with a spin exactly opposite to the electron that was

removed. In a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid the charge associated with the hole and

the spin associated with the hole will have different group velocities and will sepa-

rate into two quasi particles, a spinon and a holon. Figure 2.3 gives two different

pictures of this spin-charge separation, one for delocalised electrons and one for lo-

calised electrons. This behavior can lead to strange transport properties, as detailed

in the comprehensive review by Voit [64]. Some evidence for Tomonaga-Luttinger

liquid behavior has been seen in photoemission experiments on Bechgaard salts [65],
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Figure 2.3: Two models of spin-charge separation. a) The delocalised Tomonaga-

Luttinger liquid model predicts that a partially filled band will split into a spinon and

holon band, that are degenerate at the Fermi level. b) The localised Hubbard model

gives a clearer picture of what is happening, and consists of a antiferromagnetic

array of electrons. When a hole is created by photoemission a neighboring electron

can hope into it, in this case causing the hole to move to the left. This leaves two

electrons of equal spin beside each other creating a spinon (after [15]).

carbon nanotubes [66, 67], indium atomic wires [68] and chains of PrBa2Cu4O8 [69].

The evidence for non-Fermi electron gas behavior comes from the width (lifetime)

of angle resolved photoemission transitions [70].

2.1.6 Fermi contours, a measure of 1-D character

The Fermi surface of a crystal structure is an abstract boundary in reciprocal space,

marking the boundary between the filled and empty electron states. Its shape de-

pends on the periodicity and symmetry of the crystalline lattice, and on the electron

density, which determins the length of the Fermi vector. Figure 2.4 shows the Fermi

surface for a 3-D noble metal.

For a 2-D metal, the Fermi surface becomes a circle with necking at points were

it meets neighboring circles and, in a 1-D metal, the surface becomes a line. A

slice of these Fermi surfaces can be measured using angle resolved photoemission

[70, 71], referred to as a Fermi contour. In surfaces where there is an array of 1-D

chains, with the possibility of interchain interactions with neighboring chains the

system has a dimensionality somewhere between 1 and 2. This will show in the

Fermi surface as deviations from a straight line in the Fermi contours [15] (figure

2.5). By studying the degree of a deviation from a straight line, the ratio of the

intrachain to interchain interaction strength can be calculated.
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Figure 2.4: The Fermi surface for a perfect face centered cubic noble metal. It

consists of a sphere with necking points, where the sphere will be in contact with

neighboring spheres.

Figure 2.5: The Fermi contours for a 2-D metal with a single band, a 1-D metal

with 2 spin split bands, and an almost 1-D metal with 2 spin split bands.
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2.2 Examples of 1-D systems

Material scientists have been able to produce a large variety of inorganic and organic

compounds, which exhibit highly anisotropic electronic properties and effectively

behave as 1-D conductors. They range from organic polymers to superconductors.

Some of these materials are discussed here and, where their anisotropic optical

properties have been studied, these will also be discussed.

2.2.1 Bechgaard salts

Bechgaard salts were discovered in 1979 by Klaus Bechgaard [72]. They showed

superconductivity at very low temperatures and had highly anisotropic conductivity

at room temperature. They consist of a tetrathiafulvalene building block (figure

2.6) which is a planar molecule. In a crystal the tetrathiafulvalene molecules will

stack and inorganic ions can form chains between the stacks. They show several

instabilities as they are cooled and can form both CDWs and SDWs. Reflection

properties of some of the Bechgaard salts have been studied both along the stack

direction and perpendicular to it, but not with RAS [56, 58, 73]. These reflectance

properties show a huge anisotropy, equivalent to a RAS signal of ≥500, although it

is a bulk effect compared to the surface effect seen on metallic chains on Si surfaces.

The reflectance measurements were carried out from the far IR to the visible (0.001

eV to 2 eV) and were able to detect details about the metal-to-insulator CDW

transition that occurs at around 100 K [73] and metal to insulator SDW transition

that occurs at around 10 K [56, 58]. Details about the vibrational modes in the salt

were also studied. Bechgaard salts normally have a intrachain to interchain coupling

strength of ∼10 indicating that they still have significant 2-D/3-D character.

Figure 2.6: The main building block for a Bechgaard salt. When the molecules

are crystalised they stack leaving channels where the cations can sit and form long

conducting chains.

2.2.2 Conducting polymers

Conducting polymers are considered a key discovery of the 20th century. Heeger,

MacDiarmid and Shirakawa were awarded the Nobel prize for their work on con-
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ducting polymers in the year 2000. They have the potential to combine the positive

properties of polymers, such as ease of processing, flexibility and elasticity, with

electrical conductivity. They also show some 1-D metallic properties, as they have

much greater conductivity along the polymer chain than perpendicular to it. How-

ever, there is significant interchain interaction, which suppresses the formation of

a truly 1-D metal. Conducting polymers show a temperature behavior more like a

disordered metal than a true 1-D conductor [74]. In some systems, where the poly-

mer is made into thin wires ∼30 nm in diameter, CDW have been seen and can be

used to create interesting switching devices [75]. Reflectance and absorption studies

have been completed on some conducting polymers [76, 77] and have given some new

insights into the metal-to-insulator transition that is observed at high doping levels.

2.2.3 Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes can be either metallic and semiconducting, depending on how

they are ”wrapped” or more correctly their chiral vector. While this means that

there is a wealth of new possible materials with different electronic properties, it

creates problems in their manufacture as it is difficult to produce a single chirality

of nanotube in significant quantities. The presence of multiwall nanotubes and

nanotube bunching will also affect the properties of the material. An interesting

effect seen in carbon nanotubes is ballistic conduction [61, 62, 78]. Nanotubes have

a 1-D density of states with strong optical absorptions and fluorescence between

van Hove singularities [46, 79]. Little reflectance difference or RAS work has been

completed on carbon nanotubes, as they are almost perfect blackbody absorbers [80],

and they are difficult to align. Some reflectance difference data have been collected

by using very strong magnetic fields to align nanotubes [81]. Using their data it is

possible to predict the RAS spectra from aligned carbon nanotubes (figure 2.7) but,

as is discussed in the paper, their data could be affected by the strong magnetic

fields used to align the nanotubes. Although the reflectance may be almost 100%

polarised below 0.5 eV, the low reflectivity of the perpendicular component may

limit the signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra were fitted by Kamaras et al using a

DrudeLorentz oscillator, where it was found that each of the Lorentz oscillations

was shifted in the perpendicular case compared to the parallel case. When the

difference between the perpendicular and parallel case is taken this shift producess

the two derivative structures seen in the RAS simulation.
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Figure 2.7: Predicted RAS signal from aligned single wall nanotubes, data was taken

from [81].

2.2.4 Wires grown by the vapour liquid solid method

The vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth method involves growing very thin nanowires

by depositing droplets of metal onto a substrate, then increasing the vapour pressure

of the material to be deposited. The metal acts as a nucleation site/catalyst for the

material and long wires are produced with a diameter roughly equal to the size of the

original droplet [82]. This method produces long wires aligned vertically from the

substrate and, because of this geometry, no reflectance spectra have been published

for light polarised parallel and perpendicular to the wires. The properties of these

wires can be quite different from the bulk material. For example, Si nanowires with

a diameter of around 2 nm depending on the crystallographic orientation of the wire

may have a direct band gap [83]. Technologically, this is a very promising approach.

This method, however, is currently limited to wires of ≥ 2 nm, which means that

they do not show significant 1-D metallic properties.

2.2.5 Wires pulled using a break junction method

By crashing an STM tip into a metal surface and slowly pulling it out, a single

atomic chain several atoms long can be created (figure 2.8), sometimes called a

break junction. As the wire is pulled the conductance is found to go down in

discrete steps. These steps in conduction are related to the points where the chain
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of two STM break junctions a double atomic wire (left) and

a single atomic wire (right). The wires are created by crashing a STM tip into a

metallic surface and slowly withdrawing it (after [86])

looses a conduction path, for example going from a triple to double atomic wire or

a double to a single atomic wire. This phenomena is called quantised conductance

and is related to ballistic conductance discussed previously. The field is dominated

by the creation of Au wires [63, 84] but other metals such as Fe and Cu have also

been studied [85]. These short wires are surprisingly stable and will survive different

ambient conditions including liquids and atmospheric pressure. They can survive

incredibly high current densities due to the ballistic conduction of electrons through

the wire. Instabilities are seen in these wires and they can never be more than

a few atoms long before breaking. However, they provide some very interesting

test systems. Agrait et al have published a comprehensive review of the topic of

break junctions [63]. Optical properties of these wires would be extremely difficult

to study as the wires are created individually. It may be possible in the future to

create arrays of these wires using a method similar to that of Kiguchi et al [84],

allowing their optical properties to be studied.

2.2.6 Metals on stepped semiconductor surfaces

When metals are deposited on a stepped semiconductor surface they can form arrays

of atomic wires by self assembly at the step edges. The metallic bands of the atomic

wires may sit in the band gap of the semiconductor and hence their bands may

be decoupled from the bulk semiconductor bands. This allows 2-D surface states

to be formed. The chain-like structure of the atomic wires means that the surface

bands may have an almost 1-D nature and, by changing the distance between the

steps (and hence atomic chains) on the surface, the ratio of intrachain to interchain

coupling strength can be increased to greater than 100 [30]. The system that has
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received most attention, due to the relative ease by which it can be produced and the

vast array of possible stepped Si(111) surfaces, is the Si(111)-Au system. Aspects

of this system are discussed extensively in chapter 5 and so only some details of the

surfaces will be given here.

Si(111)-5×2-Au is an extensively studied, but controversial system which consists

of a double or triple chain chain of Au atoms and a stable Si honeycomb chain on

a Si(111) surface [24]. The surface is decorated with Si adatoms that sit on top

of the chains in a 5×4 lattice [36, 55]. Only about 50 % of the lattice sites are

ocupied and the surface segregates into regions covered with adatoms and regions

without adatoms. From angle resolved photoemmision (ARPES) results it has been

established that the covered regions are semiconducting with a band gap of about

0.6 eV and the uncovered regions are metallic [55, 87]. The adatoms appear to

cause a CDW to form on the chains in a similar manner to the defect mediated

CDW formation on the Si(553)-Au surface [88] or the absorbate induced CDW that

is formed when Na is deposited on Si(111)-4×1-In [89]. The optical response of

Si(111)-5×2-Au is discussed in detail in chapter 5.

The Si(557)-Au system has received a lot of attention due to the paper by Segovia

et al [31] which mistakenly attributed the spin-orbit splitting of the S1 and S2 bands

as spin-charge separation [32]. Si(557)-Au has a intrachain to interchain coupling

strength that is greater than 60 [30]. The surface structure (figure 5.26) consists of

a single Au chain in the middle of a terrace, and has some perfectly 1-D electron

states. The behavior of the S1 and S2 bands is quite complex. It is believed that

the S1 band undergoes a phase transition at around 260 K but the mechanism for

this is not understood. The S2 state is reported as having a small band gap at room

temperature [90, 91] but, other ARPES experiments have contradicted this band

gap opening [30, 92] so there is still significant work to be done to understand this

system. STM images of the surface at room temperature show two bright chains

running parallel to the steps [93]. One of the chains, associated with a Si adatom

chain, appears to have a ×2 periodicity even at room temperature, while the other,

associated with a chain of dangling bonds from the step edge, shows no distortions

[90, 93, 94]. Upon cooling below ∼270 K this second chain doubles its periodicity

and forms a CDW [95]. Defects in this system play a significant role in its long

range transport properties and as such four point probe techniques have not been

able to confirm the CDW phase transitions [71]. At very low temperatures this

surface is predicted to have a antiferromagnetic ground state, as a SDW forms with

every second adatom having spin up and the other having spin down. A similar
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SDW is thought to form on the step edge [60]. The RAS spectra from Si(557)-Au

are discussed in detail in section 5.6.

The Si(553)-Au system has received a lot of interest in the last 5 years [96]. This

reconstruction forms when 0.48 ML of Au is deposited on the clean Si(553) surface

[97]. The structure consist of two Au chains running parallel to the step edge [98].

The surface has 3 fractionally filled bands (called S1, S2 and S3) that cross the Fermi

energy. The surface shows some wiggling in the Fermi contours, indicating that there

is significant interchain coupling. Two of the bands that cross Ef are spin-orbit spit

bands, S1 and S2, similar to Si(557)-Au. It is thought that the third band, S3,

is related to a row of unsaturated dangling bonds on the terrace [53]. When this

surface is cooled several distortions are seen. STM images show a ×3 periodicity

along the step edge and a ×2 periodicity on the terrace [53]. LEED images show

a ×3 periodicity indicating a lattice distortion, but this has not been confirmed

[53, 71]. four point probe measurements clearly show a metal to insulator transition

occurring at around 150 K [71]. Defects in this system have a profound effect on the

the CDWs seen in STM. Their transition temperature and their correlation length

are affected, and the defects can pin CDW fluctuations [88, 96]. Reproducibility

in this system is difficult to achieve and analysis of results becomes difficult. A

SDW has also been predicted to form on this surface at low temperature [60], but

has yet to be confirmed experimentally. RAS spectra from Si(553)-Au have not

been recorded, however the Si(775)-Au surface, which has a similar structure to the

Si(553)-Au surface [70], is discussed in section 5.5. The main differences between

the two reconstructions will be a greater interchain interaction for the Si(553)-Au

surface compared to the Si(775)-Au surface [30].

The Si(111)-4×1-In is another example of a metallic chain on Si(111) [99, 100].

It forms when ∼1 ML of In is deposited on a Si(111) surface [101]. It has been

extensively studied for many years, as it shows a reversible Peierls-like distortion

from a metallic room temperature 4×1 reconstruction to a 4×2 reconstruction at

120 K, and finally to a 8×2 reconstruction at lower temperatures [48]. The distortion

is much more Peierls-like than on the Si(111)-Au systems, as defects are only thought

to be of secondary importance [102]. The surface has 3 quasi 1-D metallic bands,

M1, M2 and M3, which are almost parabolic along the wire direction [103, 104].

When the system is cooled the 3 bands show back-folding and gap opening [104].

A gap of 0.34 eV is opened [96]. The structure of the cool 8×2 reconstruction was

heavily debated for years but recent RAS studies combined with DFT calculations

have helped confirm one of the structures, the hexagon arrangement [105]. For this
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Figure 2.9: RAS spectra from Si(111)-4×1-In at room temperature and at 80K,

after [105]

system the RAS response has proved to be critically important in determining the

structure of the low temperature phase. The RAS signals for Si(111)-4×1-In and

Si(111)-8×2-In are shown in figure 2.9. The structure for the room temperature

phase consists of a a broad minimum around 1.9 eV and a large positive signal

below 1 eV. The low temperature phase has a similar minimum around 1.9 eV

with two positive peaks below 1 eV. It is these peaks that were found to match to

predicted optical transitions in the hexagonal model [106, 107] but not the trimer

model [99, 108] of the 8×2 phase. Four point probe measurements of this surface

show a clear anisotropy in conduction, and a phase transition from a metallic to an

insulating state at around 120K [71].
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3 Experimental Details

3.1 Sample preparation

All of the samples produced during the course of this work used commercially avail-

able vicinal off-cuts of Si(111) as the substrate. Si(111) has two stable off-cut di-

rections, [112̄] and [1̄1̄2] [23, 28]. Unreconstructed steps in the [112̄] direction have

1 dangling bond per step atom while steps in the [1̄1̄2] direction have 2 dangling

bonds per step atom (figure 3.1). This affects the stability of each of the surfaces.

The step density of the surface also affects its stability. Highly unstable surfaces will

tend to facet if kinetics allow them to. This means that steps will bunch and the

surface will have large step-free terraces [109, 110]. In order to use stepped surfaces

as templates for producing single domain surfaces, it is essential to start with regu-

lar step arrays which exhibit atomically straight step edges and low kink densities.

Samples are cleaned by firstly degassing at 600◦C for several hours until the pressure

is below 10−10 mbar and then flash heating a number of times to 1200◦C in ultra

high vacuum (UHV) [109, 111]. UHV is defined in this work as a pressure below

10−10 mbar.

Figure 3.1: This figure shows two steps on unreconstructed Si(111), the right hand

step is towards the [112̄] direction, the left hand step is towards the [1̄1̄2] direction.

The steps towards the [112̄] direction have a single dangling bond per step atom

while steps towards the [1̄1̄2] direction have two dangling bonds per step.

Sample heating in UHV can be achieved by a number of different methods. A

filament can be used behind the sample to radiatively heat the sample. A similar

method is electron bombardment heating using thermionic electrons emitted from
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Figure 3.2: The sample mount used for UHV experiments. The green pieces are

tantalum, the gray pieces are Al2O3 and the orange piece is the Si sample.

a filament and accelerated by an electric field to high energies to heat a sample by

transfer of kinetic energy on collision. A third method, used in this work, involves

passing a high current through the sample, called resistive heating. In the case of

Si the resistive heating method is the most convenient because Si, like all semi-

conductors, has a negative thermal coefficient of resistance. This means that as Si

gets hotter its conductance goes up due to an increase in thermal charge carriers.

The first stage of resistive heating is to apply a high voltage across the sample to

breakdown the native oxide layer and to create enough thermal carriers for current

to begin flowing. When a current is established the sample can be uniformly heated

from around 150◦C to its melting point. It is important for these experiments that

the current always flows parallel to the steps on the Si(111) surface. If the current

flows perpendicular to the steps it can cause electromigration of the steps and step

bunching will result [112–114]. Each sample can go through several cleaning cycles

but eventually the sample degrades due to microscopic roughness called blooming.

Samples are mounted in UHV using a simple clamp (Figure 3.2). Current can

then be passed through the sample by applying a voltage between the terminals

marked positive and negative.

The sample temperature was measured using optical pyrometry. Pyrometry

calculates the temperature of a sample based on the colour of light it emits (the

peak of its blackbody radiation spectrum). It was used for centuries by blacksmiths

and glass blowers to tell if their furnaces were at the correct temperature. An

important property of the material that needs to be known before pyrometry can

be used is its emissivity. This is a measure of how similar to a true blackbody the

material is. A value of 1 indicates a perfect blackbody. During the course of this

work 2 pyrometers were used, one that operated in the range of 600◦C to 3000◦C

and detected wavelengths in the range from 950 nm to 1050 nm, the other that

operated in the range from 20◦C to 600◦C and detected wavelengths in the range of

8000 nm to 14000 nm. Figure 3.3 shows the emissivity of Si in the range of the two

pyrometers. For the high temperature pyrometer the emissivity of Si is stable over

a broad range of temperatures and has a value of 0.66.
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Figure 3.3: The emissivity of Si. The green region are the wavelengths detected by

the high temperature pyrometer and the yellow region are the wavelengths detected

by the low temperature pyrometer (after [115]).

For the low temperature pyrometer this is not the case. Also, there is another

complication with the low temperature pyrometer. A special UHV MgF2 window

must be used for this pyrometer, as fused silica will absorb in its wavelength range.

To get around these problems a calibration curve was established using a platinum

resistor attached to the back of a Si sample. This platinum resistor could read in

the range from -50◦C to 800◦C but was destroyed by heating above 800◦C and so

could not be attached to the sample during sample cleaning. The emissivity on the

pyrometer was fixed at 0.1 and the recorded temperature could be converted into a

real sample temperature. The errors associated with pyrometry are relatively large

and with the calibration curve they become larger again. The error on the high

temperature pyrometer was established to be ±20◦C while on the low temperature

pyrometer the error was ±50◦C.

Si(111) surfaces off-cut in the [112̄] direction by small angles will have single

height steps if the heat treatment discussed at the start of this section is followed

(figure 1.4). Si(775) is Si(111) off-cut by 8.5◦ in the [112̄] direction from (111), it

will consist of single height steps separated by 2.13 nm. Si(111) surfaces off-cut in

the [1̄1̄2] direction by small angles will again have single height steps, however for

higher off-cuts step bunching can occur as the surface tries to minimise its surface

free energy by forming surface reconstructions. For example on Si(557) (off-cut by

9.5◦ in the [1̄1̄2] direction) triple height steps are formed with a doubled 7×7 recon-

struction on the terraces [116, 117]. Initially surface cleanliness and reconstruction
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Figure 3.4: RAS spectra of clean Si(557): The structure marked at 4.25 eV is only

seen when the surface is clean and well ordered.

were confirmed using low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) (section 3.3). However, it was found that RAS could act as

a good fingerprint method to confirm that the surface was clean and well ordered

(figure 3.4).

3.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Metals are deposited using a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) Knudsen cell. A High

Temperature Effusion cell (HTEZ-40) from MBE-Komponenten (figure 3.5a) de-

signed for clean UHV operation up to 1600◦C was used for the evaporation of Au.

Due to the high operation temperature the filament is made of tungsten and direct

contact between filament insulation parts is avoided. Additional insulating PBN ce-

ramic plates are shielded by tantalum plates to prevent outgassing during operation.

The HTEZ provided very clean evaporation (background pressure of 5×10−10 mbar)

and precise temperature control. The crucible material used for the evaporation was

Al2O3. A WCK-2 Knudsen cell from WA technology was used for evaporating Pb

on to the substrates. A crucible made of fine graphite coated with pyrolytic boron

nitride (PBN), which showed minimal interaction with the Pb, was used. The cru-

cible is heated using a tantalum foil element, which is insulated with a PBN thermal

shield. This Knudsen cell can operate up to temperatures of ∼ 1000◦C with a low
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a) b)

Figure 3.5: a) Schematic of the HTEZ-40 from MBE-Komponenten. b) Schematic

of the SUSI from MBE-Komponenten

background pressure of ∼ 5 × 10−10 mbar. A Si Sublimation Source (SUSI) from

MBE-Komponenten (figure 3.5b) was used for the evaporation of Si for capping

studies on Si(111)-Au and Si(557)-Au-Pb systems. The SUSI allowed growth of

high quality ultra-thin Si layers. It provided a very clean (background pressure of

1× 10−9, this background pressure was confirmed to be H2 using a quadrapole mass

spectrometer) and constant Si flux. The SUSI is commonly used for Si-doping of

GaAs epilayers in MBE growth facilities. The specially designed free standing silicon

filament arch is directly heated by electrical current up to 50 A and is surrounded by

high purity silicon shielding parts. Heating of metal and ceramic parts is minimised

by very effective water cooling of the electrical contacts. No insulating ceramic parts

are used in the hot zone.

These cells heat the materials to a temperature where they have significant

vapour pressure. When this occurs there will be a flux of metal atoms out of the

MBE cell. Adsorption occurs when the sample is placed in the beam of atoms.

Deposition rates are typically very slow, ∼1 ML in 10 min, or 2 nm/hr, allowing

for accurate coverages in the submonolayer regime. Deposition rates are measured

using a quartz crystal oscillator and, for low coverages, are cross-calibrated using

AES, LEED and RAS. The resonant oscillation frequency of the quartz crystal de-

creases as the mass of the crystal increases due to deposition. For example a ML of

Pb would reduce the crystal frequency by about 22 Hz when the resonant frequency

is 6 MHz. Different materials require a different temperature for deposition. The

temperatures and rates are shown in table 3.1 for the materials used:
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Table 3.1: Evaporation temperatures and evaporation rates.

Metal Temperature Approximate deposition rate

Au 1200◦C 0.0002 ML s−1

Pb 650◦C 0.01 ML s−1

Si > 1200◦C 0.011 ML s−1

Figure 3.6: LEED image, viewed from the rear, taken from the clean Si(111)-7×7

surface.

3.3 Low energy electron diffraction and Auger electron spec-

troscopy

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) is an electron based technique for deter-

mining the surface structure of crystalline materials [118]. It has surface sensitivity

due to the low penetration depth of electrons in the region from 10 eV to 200 eV

(figure 1.2). LEED can provide detailed measurements of surface atomic position by

monitoring the spot intensity as the beam energy is scanned [119]. However, LEED

was used in this project purely to confirm well ordered surfaces. A LEED image is

an image of the reciprocal lattice of the surface. Figure 3.6 is an example of a LEED

image from a clean Si(111)-7×7 reconstructed surface. On ordered stepped surfaces

spot splitting is sometimes seen, but on the low angle off-cuts that are used in this

work spot splitting was not seen due to the large terrace width and low coherence

length of the electron beam

LEED images are formed using an electron gun emitting electrons that are back-

scattered from the surface onto a fluorescent screen. Low energy electrons (<200eV)

are used because they will have a de Broglie wavelength similar to that of the surface
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the LEED-Auger system. To change from LEED to AES

the inner grids are switched to an oscillating retarding field and the drain current

from the screen is measured with a lock-in amplifier.

atom spacing and they have a very small inelastic scattering mean free path, giving

surface sensitivity. A schemitic of the LEED/AES system is shown in figure 3.7.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a complimentary technique to LEED which

can be used to study surface composition and monitor the cleanliness of a surface.

Auger electrons are emitted from an atom as it relaxes after a core electron has

been ejected. They have a unique energy spectrum for each atom and are used to

determine the chemical composition of the surface.

Both LEED and AES were carried out using the same apparatus, an Omi-

cron SpectaLEED rear view LEED/AES system (figure 3.7). It consists of a front

mounted electron gun, four high transparency grids, and a phosphor screen. For

AES experiments the grids are switched to an oscillating retarding field the drain

current on the screen was measured, this type of apparatus is called a retarding field

analyser (RFA).

3.4 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an electron based imaging tool. It scans a

surface with a high energy electron beam using a raster scan pattern. The electrons

are generated using an electron gun and accelerated to high energy. They then pass
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Figure 3.8: SEM image of Pb nanoislands on a Si(557)-Au surface.

through focusing optics to create a very small spot. The electrons are scattered off

the surface of the material being imaged and into a electron detector. A resolution

of ∼1 nm can be achieved using a 30 keV beam. This resolution is limited by the

electron beam radius. To prevent charging effects samples must be in good electrical

contact with earth. This is archived using conducting carbon tape to hold the sample

to the manipulator. Images are analysed using special software to extract average

length and width of islands. An example of a SEM image of Pb nanoislands is shown

in figure 3.8.

As well as detecting backscattered electrons, most scanning electron microscopes

have a x-ray detector. When the high energy electron beam interacts with the surface

it can cause core electrons to be ejected. X-rays are generated as the atoms relax

back to their ground state. These x-rays have a characteristic wavelength depending

on the atomic composition of the surface. Using the x-ray detector it is possible to

make atomic maps of the surface.
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4 Reflection Anisotropy Spectroscopy

Reflection Anisotropy Spectroscopy (RAS) is a versatile optical technique. It mea-

sures the difference in reflectance between light polarised in orthogonal directions in

the surface plane (∆r) at near normal incidence, normalised by the mean reflectance

r. The RAS signal can be simply described by:

∆r

r
=

2(rx − ry)
rx + ry

(4.1)

where rx and ry are the complex Fresnel reflectance coefficients for light polarised

in the x and y direction respectively. RAS can achieve surface and interface sensi-

tivity in systems where the bulk is isotropic and the surface or interface is optically

anisotropic.

RAS was first described by Aspnes et al and Berkovits et al in 1985 [16, 120]. This

early work was mainly interested in the study of III-V semiconductors [120, 121] and

the recently discovered high temperature superconductors [122]. It was understood

early on that RAS had the potential to be a quick and cheap method of studying

growth of III-V semiconductors [18, 123–128] because it could operate in environ-

ments where electron based techniques could not [129]. However, in recent times

RAS has found applications in a broad range of material systems. These include

clean single crystal metals [130–135] and semiconductors [16, 136], self-organisation

of organics on surfaces [137, 138], surface reconstructions [139–141], aligned nanos-

tructures on surfaces [4, 6, 7, 38, 142, 143] and systems which have been strained along

one axis [144–147] (figure 4.1).

At present there are no standard methods for interpreting RAS spectra. With the

advent of more powerful supercomputers, RAS spectra can be calculated from first

principles. When RAS spectra are analysed from first principles they can provide

quite strict limits on the surface structure. Small differences in surface structure

can lead to significant changes in the band structure near the Fermi level. As any

direct optical measurement probes both the ground and excited state additional

computational power is required to calculate optical spectra compared to techniques

which only prob the ground state. It is well known, for example, that the widely used

density functional theory (DFT) approach significantly underestimates the band gap

of semiconductors. However, if these problems can be overcome, RAS can be used

to confirm one structural model ahead of others, as has been shown recently for the

Si(111)-4× 1-In surface [25].

There are several methods of recording RAS spectra. They differ in the mecha-

nism by which they switch the polarisation of the light. There are two main meth-
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Figure 4.1: The dependence of the RAS signal as Si(100), an isotropic surface, is

strained along the [001] direction is shown here. The maximum strain reached before

the sample broke was 3.9× 10−4.

ods, mechanical rotation of the sample or polarisation and photoelastic modulator

(PEM) switching of the polarisation. The most common is now the PEM method,

as it offers the opportunity of excellent signal to noise due to the high modulation

frequency. During the course of this project a rotating sample setup and 2 PEM

instruments were developed.

4.1 Rotating sample/polariser RAS

The simplest way to measure a RAS spectra is to rotate the polarisation of the light

with respect to the sample. In this sense both sample rotation and input polarisation

rotation are equivalent. For this discussion the Jones matrix formalism will be used

(see appendix A). Under the Jones formalism the reflectance of the sample can be

described by: (
rx 0

0 ry

)
(4.2)

If we assume a rotating input polarisation given by:(
E0e

iφ cosωt

E0e
iφ sinωt

)
(4.3)
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where ω is the rotational frequency of the input light, the output after reflection

from the sample is given by: (
rxE0e

iφ cosωt

ryE0e
iφ sinωt

)
(4.4)

The magnitude of this vector squared then gives the signal recorded at the detector

(V ∝ I ∝ E2, where V is the voltage on the detector, I is the intensity and E is the

electric field)

V ∝| rx |2 cos2 ωt+ | ry |2 sin2 ωt (4.5)

This can be rewritten as:

V ∝ | rx |
2 + | ry |2

2
+
| rx |2 − | ry |2

2
cos 2ωt (4.6)

In this equation (| rx |2 + | ry |2)/2 can be replaced by R and | rx |2 − | ry |2 by ∆R

giving:

V ∝ R +
∆R

2
cos 2ωt (4.7)

This means that there are two components of the signal, a DC component and a

component at a frequency of 2ω. By measuring both of these components the RAS

signal can be extracted
V2ω

V0

=
∆R

2
√

2R
(4.8)

To show that a rotating sample gives a similar response, the condition that a

component with Jones matrix M rotated by θ about the x axis can be represented

by a new Jones matrix M(θ).

M(θ) = R(−θ)MR(θ) (4.9)

R(θ) is given by:

R(θ) =

(
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)
(4.10)

A sample rotating at a frequency of ω has a Jones matrix:(
rx cos2 ωt+ ry sin2 ωt (rx − ry) cosωt sinωt

(rx − ry) cosωt sinωt rx cos2 ωt+ ry sin2 ωt

)
(4.11)

With linear input polarisation this gives an output Jones vector:(
rx cos2 ωt+ ry sin2 ωt

(rx − ry) cosωt sinωt

)
(4.12)
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Figure 4.2: A rotating RAS set-up. The sample is rotated at a frequency of ω.

which neatly simplifies to equation 4.5 by again using trigonometric identities. Hence

the measured signal can again be described by equation 4.8.

There are several problems with a mechanically rotating system. In the rotating

polariser setup the difficulty lies in getting perfectly rotating linear light with no

intensity fluctuations. To achieve this the original light must be either circularly

polarised or completely depolarised. Circularly polarised light is difficult to realise

over a broad spectral range, and depolarising light to less than 1 part in 10−4 over

a broad spectral range is almost impossible. This means that a rotating polariser

setup is confined to looking at changes in a RAS spectrum or overall line shape but

cannot in practice give an absolute value of RAS signal. Rotating a half-waveplate

is another potential method of creating rotating linear polarised light, but again this

is difficult over a broad spectral range. With a rotating sample set-up these issues

are removed. By using a Glan-Taylor or Rochon polariser linear polarised light can

be created over a large spectral range, depending on the prism material. However

problems of beam wobble after the rotating sample can cause artificial RAS signals,

especially if the beam path is quite long (for example through a monochromator). It

can also be quite difficult to rotate a sample in certain environments, such as UHV.

A rotating sample laser RAS setup was designed to allow the spectral range of

the RAS work to be extended below 0.5 eV. This simple set-up consisted of a single

MgF2 Rochon polariser, sample rotation stage and HgCdZnTe thermoelectric (TE)

cooled detector (Vigo Systems,PVI-2TE Series) (Figure 4.2). The laser used was

a difference frequency generator (DFG) (Coherent, DFG) which is tunable in the

region from 0.5 eV to 0.12 eV. This was pumped by a regenerative amplifier (RegA)
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(Coherent, RegA 9000) and the seed beam was from a optical parametric amplifier

(OPA) (Coherent, OPA 9800) which is tunable in the region from 1.3 eV to 0.54

eV. The laser has a bandwidth of ∼ 12 nm which means that a monochromator was

not needed. The lasers have a pulse width of ∼ 200 fs and the pulse frequency is

100 kHz. The I0 signal is replaced by I100kHz which can be detected with a good

signal-to-noise using a lock-in amplifier. Spectra were recorded by first tuning the

laser to the desired energy, then recording I2ω and I100kHz up to 100 times in about

3 minutes. An average of these points was taken and the RAS signal was calculated.

The program for reading from the lock-in was written in LabView. It consisted

of the following logic:

1. Set time constant.

2. Set the Lock-in to read 100kHz

3. Set to 1st harmonic.

4. Wait 5 times the time constant.

5. Read the signal at 100 kHz.

6. Set the Lock-in to read at ω

7. Set to 2nd harmonic

8. Wait 5 times the time constant.

9. Read the signal at 2ω.

10. Repeat from 2. until the required number of points has been recorded.

4.2 Photoelastic modulator RAS

To avoid the problems associated with a mechanical rotation a PEM can be used.

A PEM is a device that modulates the phase of the light in one optical axis (hence

changing the polarisation state of the light). It is essentially a dynamic waveplate.

It works by applying an electric field to a piezoelectric crystal which is coupled to

a suitable transparent material, such as quartz or CaF2. The piezoelectric induces

a stress in the material which changes its birefringent properties. Light polarised

along the modulation axis will undergo a phase modulation of Γ, while light polarised

perpendicular to the modulation axis will be unchanged.

Γ = Γ0 sinωt (4.13)

Half-wave modulation will rotate the plane of polarisation and it can be shown that

a value of Γ0 = 2.405 rad produces this. The crystal must be driven at its resonance

frequency, which will be ∼ 105 Hz for most materials. Another advantage of PEM

phase modulation is that both the real and imaginary parts of ∆r/r can be measured,
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not just the real part as in the rotation (intensity modulation) experiments discussed

in section 4.1.

In the Jones matrix formulation a PEM can be described by:(
cos Γ

2
i sin Γ

2

i sin Γ
2

cos Γ
2

)
(4.14)

If an experiment is constructed such that the PEM axis and input polarisation

are at 45◦ to the anisotropic axis of the sample, the amplitude of the electric field

output (A) is proportional to:

A ∝

(
cos Γ

2
i sin Γ

2

i sin Γ
2

cos Γ
2

)(
rx 0

0 ry

)(
1

1

)
∝

(
rx cos Γ

2
+ iry sin Γ

2

ry cos Γ
2

+ irx sin Γ
2

)
(4.15)

This would produce a phase modulation at the detector. In order to turn the phase

modulation into an intensity modulation an analyser polariser is used, at 45◦ to the

PEM axis (parallel to the sample axis). This means the amplitude at the detector

is:

A ∝

(
1 0

0 0

)(
rx cos Γ

2
+ iry sin Γ

2

ry cos Γ
2

+ irx sin Γ
2

)
∝

(
rx cos Γ

2
+ iry sin Γ

2

0

)
(4.16)

The voltage on the detector is proportional to |A|2, and is a harmonic series of V0,

Vω, V2ω etc. By performing a Fourier transform we find that each term depends on

a Bessel function Jn, where n is the order of the Bessel function. Odd harmonics are

found to depend solely on the imaginary part of ∆r/r while even harmonics depend

solely on the real part of ∆r/r:

Vω
V0

∝ J1(Γ0)Im(∆r
r

) sin(ωt) (4.17)

V2ω

V0

∝ J2(Γ0)Re(∆r
r

) cos(2ωt) (4.18)

V3ω

V0

∝ J3(Γ0)Im(∆r
r

) sin(3ωt) (4.19)

The PEM RAS system, as well as giving excellent signal-to-noise and access to both

real and imaginary parts of the RAS signal, allows us to perform some very simple

calibration measurements. If the input polariser is misaligned with respect to the

PEM axis there will be a constant offset in the signal. This can be used to check

for nonlinearities in the PEM or other components.

For general RAS studies two PEM RAS systems were developed: A broad band

RAS system (figure 4.4) and a compact system which can easily be transported.
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of a PEM RAS system, after [17].

Both systems are of a similar design (figure 4.3). The broad band system consists

of a high pressure Xe lamp, MgF2 coated Al mirrors, a filter wheel, MgF2 Rochon

polarisers, CaF2 PEM (Hinds instruments, II/CF57), a three grating monochro-

mator (Bentham Instruments, TMc300-USB), a Si-InGaAs detector (Elektronik-

Manufaktur Mahisdorf) and a liquid N2 (l-N2) cooled InAs detector (Hamamatsu).

Detectors were changed using a micro stepper motor. The DC signal was read us-

ing a sensitive analogue to digital converter and the AC signal was read with a

lock-in with a reference frequency of twice the PEM frequency. The components

that differed in the compact system are the polarisers (quartz Glan-Taylor), the

PEM (fused silica) (Hinds instruments, I/FS50), there is no InAs detector and the

monochromator had two gratings. A flexible LabView program was written to allow

interchangeability between several different components and could be used with both

systems. The program also allowed several types of measurement. These include

spectral RAS, time dependent RAS (to monitor growth), magnetic field dependent

RAS (essentially measuring the magneto optical Kerr effect, MOKE), PEM voltage

dependent RAS (to calibrate the PEM) and alignment mode where the DC and AC

signals are plotted for alignment of samples and other components. A description

of the LabView code is included in Appendix B

High pressure Xe bulbs have been on the market for 50 years. They work by

using a high voltage to ignite a plasma and then only require a modest power (75W)

to maintain the light output. They produce light over a very broad range from

0.25 eV to 5.5 eV. In a Xe lamp the majority of the light is produced in a tiny (≤
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Figure 4.4: The broad-band RAS system

1 mm2) area around the electrodes, which means the focal size can also be small.

Even though the Xe is at high pressure the lamp still produces strong emission lines,

especially around 1.2 eV (figure 4.5). Intensity is limited in the IR and UV mainly

because of light being absorbed in the bulb material.

Focusing and beam alignment in the RAS systems was performed using MgF2

coated Al mirrors. These mirrors have a good reflectance over a large spectral range

and are resistant to corrosion. They offer ≥ 90% reflectance from 3 eV to 0.12 eV,

and a ≥ 85% reflectance from 5 eV to 3 eV. The main focusing mirror had a focal

lenth of 1 m for both systems, which alowed the beam to be directed through a low

strain quartz window into the vacuum chamber. A secondary focusing mirror was

used to focus into the monocromator.

MgF2 Rochon polarisers were used in the broad band system. They separate

the light into two beams with an angular separation of about 3◦, varying slightly

with wavelength. They have an extinction ratio of at least 10−5 and work in the

region from 9 eV to 0.2 eV. On the compact system quartz Glen-Taylor polarisers

were used. They are crystals cut close to Brewster’s angle so that the refracted and

reflected beams are polarised. The refracted beam has an extinction ratio better

than 10−5. They work in the region from 5.5 eV to 0.6 eV.

The PEM on the broad band system is an IR optimised CaF2 PEM. It is designed

to work in the region from 0.65 eV to 0.22 eV but by writing a calibration file for
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Figure 4.5: The emission from a high pressure Xenon bulb

the PEM using LabView it is possible to use it from 5 eV. This PEM modulates

the light at 57 kHz. The PEM for the compact system is made from fused silica and

is optimised in the region from 5 eV to 1.5 eV. Again by using a calibration and

LabView this range can be extended to 1 eV easily and 0.75 eV if a damping factor

is included. The PEM on the compact system operates at 50 kHz.

The monochromator and filter wheel select the energy of the light. The monochro-

mator for the broad band system has 3 gratings, one for ≥2.1 eV, one for 2.1 eV

to 0.8 eV, and the 3rd for ≤0.8 eV. Under normal conditions the slit width on the

monochromator is 1 mm, giving resolutions of 1.35 nm, 5.4 nm and 10.8 nm re-

spectively, for the different energy ranges. The filter wheel is used to prevent 2nd

order effects in the monochromator. There are 4 filters for different energy ranges.

A neutral density filter was also incorporated to help prevent detectors overloading

in the region of the strong lamp lines. For the compact system a much smaller

monochromator is used. It consists of two gratings, one for above 3 eV and one for

3 eV to 0.75 eV. Due to the small size of the monochromator the resolution is much

poorer than the broad band system, a resolution of ∼ 10 nm is recorded on the first

grating and ∼ 25 nm is recorded on the second grating.

Three detectors were used to cover the spectral range. For the region above

1.4 eV a Si detector was used, which had a ×30 DC amplifier for the region above

4 eV. An InGaAs detector covered the range 0.75 eV to 1.4 eV, using the same

electronics as the Si detector. The electronics for these detectors consisted of a filter
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to split the DC and AC signals, which were then connected to the analogue to digital

converter and lock-in, respectively. To switch between these two detectors a micro

stepper-motor was used. The signal cables into the lock-in were switched using solid

state relays. There was a small damping of ∼ 5% of the AC signal coming from

the InGaAs detector. The third detector was an InAs liquid N2 cooled detector. It

was designed to work in the region from 0.75 eV to 0.42 eV. It was shipped with a

filter on the signal line that damped the AC signal by a factor of ∼ 10000, but the

lock-in could still read an AC signal, albeit with significantly more noise than the

Si and InGaAs detectors. This problem was resolved by recording the AC several

times and using a long time constant. Recording a much higher density of points in

the region of this detector and post measurement averaging of points also helped.

The detectors on the compact system were the same as the Si-InGaAs detectors on

the broadband system.

4.3 Origins of a RAS spectrum

The optical transitions probed by RAS are determined by both the bulk and surface

dielectric function of the material. To be useful for surface science RAS must be

sensitive to the surface structure of the material at the atomic scale. This can

be achieved if the bulk crystal is isotropic. For cubic and amorphous materials it

is clear that there is no bulk anisotropy so any RAS signal must come from the

surface. Unreconstructed (111) and (100) surfaces of cubic materials are isotropic

and show no RAS signal, however the (110) surface is anisotropic and will have a

RAS signal (figure 4.6). Reconstructed (111) or (100) surfaces from cubic materials

can give a RAS signal but normally they will be in a number of equivalent domains,

and domain averaging will mean no RAS signal is recorded. This is because RAS

will sample over a macroscopic area due to the size of the beam spot and domain

averaging will mean no RAS signal is seen.

The Jones matrix method explains how different experimental set-ups can detect

small anisotropies in the reflectance from a sample, but the question of where this

anisotropy comes from has not been addressed. Phenomenological models have been

developed to relate the optical anisotropy to the surface dielectric function.

The 3 phase model assumes a sample consisting of an isotropic bulk (with di-

electric function εb), thin anisotropic surface layer (εxs and εys) and then a vacuum

layer. It is assumed that there is an abrupt change between each of these layers. It

was derived from Fresnel theory of reflection [148] and was originally used to analyse
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Figure 4.6: RAS signal from two different (110) surfaces of cubic materials, Si and

Au.

differential reflectance measurements:

∆r

r
=

4πid

λ

εxs − εys
εb − 1

(4.20)

where d is the thickness of the anisotropic layer, λ is the wavelength of the light,

εb is the bulk dielectric function of the substrate and εis is the dielectric function

of the surface layer in the i direction. While equation 4.20 is useful as it relates

∆r/r to ∆ε it still does not explain where the anisotropy originates. A number of

different phenomenological models have been used [17]. These include a Lorentzian

describing an optical transition that is only active when light is polarised in one

direction (equation 4.21), a surface modified bulk state [139, 149, 150] (equation

4.22) and anisotropic conductivity [10] (equation 4.23). During the course of this

work a model involving a Bruggeman type dielectric function was also developed for

large anisotropic metallic islands (section 7.2.2). The formula used are:

Lorentzian;

εxs = 1 +
S/π

ωt − ω + iΓ/2
εys = 1 (4.21)

where S is the amplitude, ωt is the energy of the transition and Γ is the full width

at half maximum height (FWHM);

Surface modified bulk state;

∆εs ≈ (∆Eg − i∆Γ)
dεb
dE

(4.22)
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where ∆Eg and ∆Γ are the relative shifts in energy and line width for x and y

polarisation;

Anisotropic conductivity;
∆r

r
=

2d

ε0c

∆σ

εb − 1
(4.23)

where ∆σ is the difference in optical conductivity between the x and y directions of

the surface.

Each of these models give some phenomenological understanding of the physics

underlying the RAS spectra, however in many cases none of these methods will

suffice and sometimes more than one method is required, depending on the spectral

region. A first principles approach is necessary for a fundamental understanding

of RAS spectra. Optical measurements have always been a challenge to calculate.

Until the late 1990s most RAS calculations used an empirical adjustment so that the

experimentally measured band gap matched the calculated gap [151, 152]. However,

this approach is clearly limited [153].

An optical transition in the visible or near IR region of the electromagnetic

spectrum involves the excitation of an electron from its ground state to an excited

state above the Fermi level. In order to calculate an optical spectrum from first

principles both states must be accurately described and the matrix element linking

them must be calculated. Within the independent particle model the imaginary

part of the dielectric function is given by:

Im[εM(ω)] ∝
∑
v,c

∫
BZ

|〈ϕv,k |qi|ϕc,k〉|2 δ(∈c − ∈v −h̄ω)dk (4.24)

where εM(ω) is the frequency dependent dielectric function, ϕv,k is a function de-

scribing the valance band, qi describes the matrix element linking the valance and

conduction band and ϕc,k is a function describing the conduction band.

Density functional theory (DFT) is currently the main approach for electronic

structure calculation and is a very good method for calculating the ground state

properties of a system [154]. Calculations can be made in a reasonable time frame

by using the local density approximation (LDA). This assumes that the contribution

to the exchange correlation, arising from the electron density at a certain distance,

is equal to that of a homogeneous electron gas with the same density.

Surface DFT calculations have an additional complication in that the surface

breaks the periodicity of the system so that Bloch’s theorem cannot be used in the

direction perpendicular to the surface. This is generally overcome by using a slab

approach. A slab of about 10-20 atoms thickness is used, together with a vacuum

layer thick enough to minimise interactions between the slabs when the unit is
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repeated in the surface normal direction. Molecular dynamics calculation are often

used to adjust the atomic positions in the surface region to obtain a minimum in

the potential energy of the system prior to calculating the optical response.

The optical properties of a system are expressed through its dielectric function.

To calculate this both the valance band and conduction band should be known

(equation 4.24). The error in the conduction band energies associated with DFT

are often corrected by using a rigid band offset based on the experimental bulk

values. For Si, this correction is ∼ 0.6 eV [155]. Quite small adjustments in the

atomic positions can have drastic effects on the predicted RAS spectra, showing that

RAS can be an extremely useful surface structure probe [25]. In the 1960s a new

method of calculating the exchange correlation energy was described, called the GW

approximation[156]. It is computationally very expensive, but the development of

high performance computing has allowed the GW approach to be used to produce

much more satisfactory calculation of optical properties of surfaces. For a bulk

system the GW correction has a similar effect to the rigid band offset, but for

surfaces it leads to a non-uniform shift in optical transition energies, producing a

change in RAS line shape as well as shifting the spectrum.

In some cases even the GW approximation is not sufficient to produce a sat-

isfactory RAS spectrum. In particularly local field and excitonic effects may have

significant effects and multi-particle effects then have to be addressed. Of these the

excitonic effect appears to be more important [157–160]. It is important to point

out that these calculations are very computationally expensive and most calculations

involving large structures still use DFT-LDA [161, 162]. The three step approach

(DFT followed by GW followed by excitonic effects) represent the current state of

the art [160]. By using a combination of RAS and optical response calculations the

value of RAS as a surface science technique especially in the IR, has clearly been

shown [25] and significant progress has been made to show that RAS can be used

to resolve similar issues on other controversial surfaces (Chapter 6).
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5 Si(111)-5×2-Au and related surfaces

5.1 Early work

Initial studies involving Au deposited on Si single crystals were trying to find out

if Au was a suitable dopant for microelectronic components [163, 164]. These ex-

periments gave some interesting results and similar systems involving Si nanowires

are still studied today as potential solar cell materials [165, 166]. During the course

of these early studies it was found that Au would form different surface reconstruc-

tions depending on the thickness of the Au layer. Figure 5.1 shows a surface phase

diagram of these reconstructions. The lowest coverage reconstruction was found,

by Bishop and Riviere in 1969, to be a ”5×1” reconstruction [167]. For the next

decade studies on this ”5×1” surface were concerned with discovering its structure

[168]. An assumption was made that the Au was simply weakly absorbed on an

unperturbed Si(111)-1×1 surface. It was not until an experiment by Perfetti et al

in 1980 that it was discovered that the surface layer was in fact Si rich [169], leading

to new models where the Si(111)-1×1 surface was perturbed.

Figure 5.1: Surface phase diagram of the Si(111)/Au system (after [170]).

5.2 Development of a structural model for Si(111)-5×2-Au

The initial idea that the Au sat above an unperturbed Si(111) surface was shown

to be incorrect when energy loss spectroscopy studies showed that the Au was em-
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Figure 5.2: Si adatoms on top of Si(111)-5×2-Au. The bright white spots are the

Si adatoms (after [36]).

bedded in the surface layer [169]. However, there is still debate about the structure

of this widely studied system. Even the Au coverage is controversial [98].

Early structural models relied on X-ray standing wave measurements [171, 172]

and low energy ion scattering [173] to determine atomic positions. These early

experiments identified that the Au was embedded in the 1st atomic layer of the

Si(111). The studies also showed that the Au was in an unusual site. On Si(111)

there are three common bonding sites identified, a 6-fold coordinated site in between

layers of Si(111) and a 1- and 3-fold coordinated site above the surface plane. The

Au sat in none of these sites [172, 174].

When atomic resolution STM images were recorded in the early 1990s they

should have helped resolve the surface structure but instead they added more compli-

cations. Images of the Si(111)-5×2-Au were covered in bright spots of high electron

density, labeled protrusions (figure 5.2) [33, 175, 176]. Initially these protrusions were

labeled as Au adatoms [177] because the two chain model of the 5×2 reconstruction

required ∼0.4 Ml of Au but it was always found that the optimum reconstruction

was formed at slightly higher coverages, often above 0.5 ML [38, 178]. By accounting

for one adatom per two 5×2 unit cells this meant that the optimum coverage for

Au would be ∼0.45ML, a better agreement with experiment. However, when these

adatoms were identified as Si [36], the coverage discrepancy was largely ignored.

Determining that the protrusions were Si was challenging but was eventually
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confirmed both experimentally [36] and theoretically [35]. It was discovered that

the adatoms are key to the stability of Si(111)-5×2-Au. They sit on a site between

two Au chains and form a 5×4 superlatice [24, 35, 37, 54, 179]. The adatoms will

act as an electron donor for the chains, causing them to change from metallic to

semiconducting. The mechanism of the band gap opening is not due to the indi-

vidual adatom but more to a collective change in the structure of the chains on the

surface [55, 180]. The adatoms drive a pseudo Peierls transition causing a doubling

of the periodicity along the chain direction and subsequent band gap opening. The

coverage of one adatom per two 5×2 unit cells is not normally observed over the

whole surface. The as deposited coverage is about one adatom per four unit cells.

The surface segregates into two regions, adatom-free 5×2 and adatom-decorated

5×4 (figure 5.2). The reason behind this segregation are unclear but it is thought

to relate to the hopping potential of adatoms between neighboring sites and the

relatively low binding energy of the Si adatoms [54, 181]. It is possible to saturate

all the adatom sites by depositing Si onto the Si(111)-5×2-Au [55]. By annealing

the surface to various temperatures the adatoms can then be removed.

The Si honeycomb chain, a graphitic chain of Si atoms (figure 5.3), is a key

component of many metal on Si(111) structures. It is seen on all the Si(111)-3×1

reconstructed surfaces, such as Si(111)-3×1-Ag, -Na, -Ca and -K [182, 183]. Si(111)-

5×2-Au also contains this structural feature. The honeycomb chain is a very stable

structure. It is almost perfectly latticed matched with Si(111) in one direction

(along its length) but does not lattice match in the other. The metal atoms act

as a re-bonding row between honeycomb chains. In the case of Si(111)-5×2-Au

the Au is thought to form a double [37] or, very recently, a triple chain between

honeycomb chains [24]. Different theoretical models, as well as disagreeing on the

number of Au chains, also disagree on the placement of the Au chains. In total

there are 36 possible chain locations for the double chain model [37] and then there

are different methods of shifting the phase of the chains to generate the ×2 seen in

the structure. No structure matches all the available experimental data, the best

candidates would seem to be the structure by Chuang [37] (does not fit STM, but

has lowest computed surface energy), Riikonen [179] (fits STM and XPS, but not the

lowest energy) and Erwin [24] (figure 5.4) (fits STM and XPS, but unconventional

three chain model). Significant progress has been made in using reflection anisotropy

spectroscopy combined with theoretical calculations to provide answers as to which

of these models is most likely.
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Figure 5.3: Si honeycomb chain.

Figure 5.4: The three Au chain model for the Si(111)-5×2-Au (after [24]). Au atoms

are yellow, the Si honeycomb chain is pink, and the Si adatoms are dark blue.
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5.3 Faceting

Surfaces will normally reconstruct to minimise their surface free energy, and one way

for them to do this is to pair up dangling bonds and form surface reconstructions

(such as Si(111)-7×7 [184]). Another way is to rearrange surface atoms so that,

instead of one high energy surface, two lower energy surfaces are formed. This was

first discussed by Herring in 1951 [110]. For singular Si(111) this does not occur,

but when steps are introduced it has been found that the steps will bunch at certain

temperatures, forming facets. When Au is deposited on the surfaces it can change

the faceting behavior drastically [175, 185–189].

Two examples of this Au-induced faceting are described. Si(111) off-cut in the

[112̄] direction, after appropriate heat treatment (section 3.1), will consist of equally

spaced single height steps (figure 1.4), but when Au is deposited at 600◦C the

surface changes into Si(111)-5×2-Au and Si(775)-Au facets [175, 185, 186]. Clean

Si(557) will facet into (1̄1̄2) triple height steps and Si(111) terraces with a doubled

7× 7 reconstruction. The step and terrace forms a repeating structure that is 5.73

nm wide [116, 117]. When Au is deposited at 600◦C the surface reorganises into a

perfect Si(557)-5× 1-Au surface [188].

5.4 RAS results and discussion for Si(111)-5×2-Au

RAS spectra were recorded for Au deposited on Si(111) samples off-cut in both the

[1̄1̄2] direction and [112̄] direction at various vicinal angles. Si was then deposited on

top of the 5×2 reconstruction to firstly examine the effects of adatoms on the surface

and then, after further deposition, to see if the electronic structure was significantly

perturbed by the capping process.

Clean surfaces were obtained by the procedure described in section 3.1, and

LEED images and Auger spectra were recorded. Substrates were, n-type, doped

with P, and had a typical resistivity in the range 1-10 Ω cm. The Auger spectra

(figure 5.5 A) clearly show the large Si peak at 92 eV. By examining the spectra

carefully in the region between 150 eV and 520 eV a residual carbon peak can be

seen at 271 eV and no oxide peak can be seen (an oxide peak would be expected

around 500 eV). Allowing for the AES cross-section and the response of the RFA,

∼ 0.02 ML of C is present on the surface. The LEED image shown in figure 5.5 B

shows the 7×7 reconstruction associated with clean Si(111).

RAS spectra were also recorded to give a fingerprint of a clean Si surface (figure

5.6). It was found that there were two peaks at bulk critical points for Si, at 3.4 eV
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Figure 5.5: A) AES of clean Si. B) LEED of clean Si(111), showing the 7×7

reconstruction.

and 4.25 eV. These peaks are a step modified bulk signal which has an anisotropy

due to the aligned steps [190]. It was found in general that the peak at 4.25 eV, was

only seen on a clean well-ordered surface. Due to the relative simplicity of recording

a RAS spectra compared to Auger and LEED, normal procedure was to clean the

Si until the peak at 4.25 eV was optimised. Figure 5.6 shows a typical limit of RAS

sensitivity of ∼ 2× 10−5, although the zero line error may be an order of magnitude

larger.

5.4.1 Si(111)-5×2-Au RAS signal

The RAS signal recorded from a Si(111)-5×2-Au off-cut by 2◦ in the [1̄1̄2] direc-

tion is shown in figure 5.7. The RAS signal has several key features. The features

around 3.4 and 4.25 eV, have been discussed for the clean surface. Features lower

in energy are related to the surface phase. The broad minimum between 1.8 and

2.8 eV shows that, in this spectral region, the dominant surface polarizability is

in the direction perpendicular to the chains. The dominant surface polarizability

lies along the chains between 0.7 and 1.0 eV, as shown by the large maximum in

this region. The sharpness of the onset, combined with the downturn below 0.7 eV,

suggests that the structure originates from dominant interband transitions aligned

along the chains, rather than the intraband transitions that can produce a Drude IR
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Figure 5.6: RAS of clean Si(111) off-cut by 2◦ in the [1̄1̄2] direction. This RAS

spectra also shows the limit of the sensitivity of the RAS setup: the structure at 2.2

eV is related to a large change in the DC signal when the grating is changed and the

structures at 1.2 eV and 1.4 eV are related to emission lines from the xenon lamp.

tail in metallic nanostructures [10]. LEED and Auger were used to confirm that a

Si(111)-5×2-Au surface had been formed (figure 5.8). As well as the Si and C peaks

seen on clean Si(111), peaks are seen at 45 eV, 56 eV and 72 eV, which correspond

to Au.

5.4.2 Si(111)-5×2-Au coverage

During Au deposition the RAS signal was monitored at a particular energy. When

the RAS signal reached a minimum/maximum it gave an indication that the sur-

face reconstruction was optimised. For the Au on Si(111) surfaces the RAS was

monitored at 2.5 eV, deposition was started at a known time and stopped when

the signal reached a minimum. During deposition the sample was held at 600◦C

and, after deposition was stopped, the sample was annealed at 600◦C, over a period

of typically 30 minutes, until no further changes were seen in the RAS at 2.5 eV

(figure 5.9). This method allowed the accurate calibration of the deposition rate

of the Au. For the Si(557)-Au reconstruction the coverage of the Au is known to

be 0.176 ML [98]. By using this value an optimum coverage is found for Si(111)-

5×2-Au off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄] direction, Si(111)-5×2-Au off-cut by 3◦ in the
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Figure 5.7: RAS of Si(111)-5×2-Au off-cut by 2◦ in the [1̄1̄2] direction.

Figure 5.8: A) Auger of Si(111)-5×2-Au. B) LEED of Si(111)-5×2-Au. The yellow

arrows mark the ×2 streaks.
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Table 5.1: Coverages of Au required for the optimum ”5×2” reconstruction.

Surface Coverage (ML) Error (ML)

Si(557)-Au [98] 0.18 0.01

Si(111)-5×2-Au (3◦ to [1̄1̄2]) 0.44 0.04

Si(111)-5×2-Au (4◦ to [112̄]) 0.46 0.04

Si(775)-Au [191] 0.32 0.02

[1̄1̄2] direction and Si(775)-Au. These results are shown in table 5.1. Evidence sup-

porting the new three Au chain model for Si(111)-5×2-Au [24] comes from detailed

analysis of these coverages. By assuming that the Si(111)-5×2-Au structure, grown

on Si(111) 4◦ off-cut in the [112̄] direction, is a simple geometric combination of the

singular Si(111)-5×2-Au and the Si(775)-Au surfaces, values of 47% Si(775)-Au and

53% Si(111)-5×2-Au are obtained. The coverage in table 5.1 then produces a value

of optimum coverage for the singular Si(111)-5×2-Au of 0.58 ± 0.06 ML, agreeing

within error with the value of 0.60 ML for the new three Au chain model [24].

Figure 5.10 shows that the full spectrum of Si(111)-5×2-Au, off-cut by 4◦ towards

[112̄] can be reasonably reproduced by taking 47 % of Si(775)-Au and 53 % of Si(111)-

5×2-Au, off-cut by 2◦ towards [1̄1̄2]. A ”pure” Si(111)-5×2-Au RAS spectrum

cannot be measured by RAS because the singular surface will normally produce three

domains of equal population, giving no RAS signal due to macroscopic averaging.

The step structure and faceting nature of samples off-cut in the [1̄1̄2] direction

are not as well known as in the [112̄] direction, so to calculate the ideal coverage

for the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface it is assumed that, in the region of the step, a chain

structure similar to that on Si(557) will form (figure 5.26). This would mean that

the 3◦ sample will consist of 32% step-related structures. The coverage of Au needed

for a perfect Si(111)-5×2-Au can then be calculated. From the 3◦ sample a figure

of 0.56 ± 0.06 ML is calculated. For Si(775)-Au, table 5.1 shows a value of 0.32 ±
0.02 ML, consistent with current structural models [191].

5.4.3 Annealing temperature dependence on the formation of Si(111)-

5×2-Au

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of annealing temperature on ∼ 0.43 ML of Au, cor-

responding to a complete 5×2 phase deposited on Si(111) 4◦ off-cut in the [112̄]

direction at room temperature, together with the result of optimized deposition and

annealing at 425 ◦C. The sample was held at these various temperatures for about
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Figure 5.9: 2.5 eV transient of Au deposition on Si(111) off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄]

direction, Si(111) off-cut by 3◦ in the [1̄1̄2] direction, Si(557) and Si(775). This

demonstrates RAS’s usefulness as an in situ surface probe and has been used to

calculate the optimum coverage of Au for various Si(111) off-cuts. The inset shows

Si(557) during continuing Au deposition where a well defined minimum associated

with the completion of the Si(557)-Au chain structure is clearly seen.

Figure 5.10: A combination of 47% Si(775)-Au and 53% Si(111)-5×2-Au giving a

good fit for Si(111)-5×2-Au off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄] direction
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Figure 5.11: RAS spectra recorded on Si(111) sample off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄]

direction after annealing at various temperatures.

20 min, until no further change in the RAS response was observed. The amplitude

of the anisotropic surface and interface RAS signal will, in general, be reduced by

defects, disorder and by domain averaging.

It can be seen that annealing at 425 ◦C is necessary to produce a well ordered

surface phase, but that the combination of both deposition and annealing at 425 ◦C

produces the best result. This is consistent with previous STM work that indicated

that Si atoms become mobile above about 250 ◦C [192], and that deposition at 400
◦C allows the formation of the equilibrium 5×2 structure, which contains an average

of one Si adatom per four unit cells [193]. Figure 5.11 shows that significant ordered

regions are formed as low as 350 ◦C. In figure 5.12 the amplitude of the minimum

at 2.2 eV is plotted against the amplitude of the maximum at 1 eV, using the data

of figure 5.11. The linear fit indicates that only one anisotropic ordered structure is

being formed.

5.4.4 Adatoms on Si(111)-5×2-Au

It has been shown by Choi et al that by depositing Si adatoms on the Si(111)-5×2-

Au surface and subsequently annealing that adatom sites can be populated in a

range from 100% to 30% [55]. RAS spectra were recorded for the as deposited 5×2,

a 100% adatom filled ”5×4” and after varous annealing temperatures. RAS spectra
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Figure 5.12: The amplitude of the minimum at 2.2 eV plotted against the amplitude

of the maximum at 1 eV. The linear fit indicates that only one anisotropic structure

is forming, within experimental error.

were also recorded for a sample where double the amount of adatoms required to fill

all the available sites was deposited.

It is known that as deposited Si(111)-5×2-Au has a population of approximately

0.025 ML of Si adatoms [36, 55, 175]. Figure 5.13 shows the RAS signal after de-

positing an additional 0.025 ML of Si and 0.075 ML of Si, equivalent to the ideal

amount for the ”5×4” or one adatom per two 5×2 [24, 35, 37, 54, 179] unit cells and

to double the ideal amount or one adatom per 5×2 unit. It can be observed that

the RAS structure is significantly dampened but there are only minor changes in

the shape of the RAS signal with mainly some loss of the fine structure around 1.5

eV. These changes can be explained by assuming that the adatoms stick where they

land on the 5×2 surface and do not find their minimum potential energy position.

They will be randomly distributed throughout the surface removing some of the

surface anisotropy.

When this adatom decorated structure is annealed at 350◦C for 15 min the RAS

signal changes drastically (figure 5.14). The broad minimum from 1.5 eV to 2.6 eV

is replaced by a maximum at 1.6 eV with a large shoulder at 2.2 eV. The maximum

at 1 eV is replaced by a minimum at 1.1 eV. Upon heating to 415◦C for 15 min these
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Figure 5.13: RAS signal of Si(111)-5×2-Au, Si(111)-5×2-Au with 0.025 ML of ad-

ditional adatoms and Si(111)-5×2-Au with 0.075 ML of additional adatoms.

structures become larger and more defined. Both these results would indicate that

the Si adatoms now have enough energy to become mobile and find their minimum

potential energy positions. This large change in RAS signature has been hinted

at in band structure calculations for this surface, which show that chains with no

adatoms are metallic while chains covered with adatoms become semiconducting

(figure 5.16). The surface where one adatom per 5×2 unit cell was deposited shows

very similar behavior, but with all the structures reduced in intensity (figure 5.15).

This would indicate that, at these temperatures adatoms are not being desorbed

but simply diffuse across the surface. When there are too many adatoms they sit in

sites not associated with the ”5×4” adatom reconstruction and remove some of the

surface anisotropy.

Upon annealing to higher temperatures adatoms are removed from the surface

and the RAS signal comes back to the original signal seen for Si(111)-5×2-Au (figure

5.14). However, when the sample is flash heated for 10 s to 990◦C the RAS signal

changes slightly in the region of the maximum at 1 eV (figure 5.17). Adatoms are

removed by flashing to these high temperatures [55] so these small changes can be

explained as the surface going from ∼45% adatom sites filled to ∼30% adatom sites

filled. After flashing to 1050◦C some Au is removed from the surface and the RAS

signal is reduced.
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Figure 5.14: RAS signal from Si(111)-5×2-Au with 0.025 ML of additional adatoms

after annealing to various temperatures. At these temperatures, the pyrometer error

is estimated at ±50◦C. The estimates of adatom site filling come from the method

illustrated in figure 5.19.

Figure 5.15: RAS signal after depositing 0.025 ML of Si (optimum) and 0.075 ML

of Si and annealing to 415◦C.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Bandstructure of an undecorated Si(111)-5×1-Au surface from

first principles ab initio calculations. (b) Bandstructure of adatom covered Si(111)-

5×4-Au. The large circle shows the band crossing in the Si(111)-5×1-Au surface

which causes it to have metallic behavior. In the adatom covered Si(111)-5×4-Au

bandstructure, a gap has clearly been opened due to the electron doping by the Si

adatoms (after [24]).

Figure 5.17: RAS signal from Si(111)-5×2-Au after flashing to high temperatures.

The error on the temperatures is ±25◦C.
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By assuming that the RAS signal from the sample that had been annealed at

415◦C has 90% of its adatom sites occupied, and that the as-deposited Si(111)-5×2-

Au has 45% [36, 55, 175] of its sites occupied it is possible to extract a 100% adatom

sites occupied and a 0% adatom sites occupied RAS signal (figure 5.18). As a test,

the RAS signal from the sample annealed with adatoms at 460◦C was fitted using a

least squares fit where the percentage of filled adatom sites was allowed to vary. A

value of 72% gave an excellent fit to the RAS signal (figure 5.19). The signal from

the 0% adatom coverage shows a broad flat minimum from 1.4 eV to 2.8 eV, with a

sharp transition to a narrow maximum at 1 eV. The signal from the 100% adatom

coverage has a maximum at 1.6 eV with a large shoulder at 2.1 eV and a minimum

at 1.1 eV. The dramatic difference in the spectral signatures of the 0% and 100%

adatom-filled structures represents a severe challenge for ab initio calculations of

the RAS response. Some progress is being made and this is discussed in chapter

6. A bandgap of ∼0.3 eV for the 100 % adatom-filled structure has been predicted

by Ren et al [194], while Yoom et al [180] and Erwin et al [24] predict a gap of

∼0.6 eV. Choi et al have observed the top of the valence band at 0.3 eV below the

Fermi level, giving a gap of 0.6 eV if the valence and conduction band are positioned

symmetrically areound the Fermi level. Figure 5.15 and 5.18 suggest that the gap

could be ∼ 1.0-1.4 eV, but this would require a conduction band 0.7-1.1 eV above

the Fermi level. It is more likely that the band gap opening will not be seen until

the spectral range of the RAS system is extended to ∼0.3 eV.

5.4.5 Capping of Si(111)-5×2-Au

The Si(111)-5×2-Au was capped with up to 4.6 nm of amorphous Si (a-Si) at room

temperature to see if the RAS signature remained. This was to extend the results

obtained by Iwasawa et al [42], who showed that the Au retains its 5×2 reconstruc-

tion under the a-Si cap. Figure 5.20 shows the RAS signal from Si(111)-5×2-Au

before capping, after 0.5 ML of a-Si and after 4.6 nm (∼15 ML). It can clearly be

seen that the RAS signal is removed by capping even with just 0.5 ML of a-Si. This

indicates that the technologically interesting anisotropic behavior is related to sur-

face states that are quenched by the capping material. This is an interesting result

showing that the retention of crystallographic structure at the interface on capping

does not provide evidence that the principle features of the electronic structure are

maintained: epioptic probes like RAS can provide this information [9].
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Figure 5.18: Calculated RAS signal from 0% adatom sites filled and 100% adatom

sites filled, for Si(111)-5×2-Au formed on Si(111) off-cut by 2◦ towards [1̄1̄2].

Figure 5.19: RAS signal from adatom decorated Si(111)-5×2-Au annealed at 460◦C,

fitted by using a combination of 72% adatam sites filled, 28% unfilled.
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Figure 5.20: RAS spectra from Si(111)-5×2-Au, Si(111)-5×2-Au capped with 0.5

ML and Si(111)-5×2-Au capped with 4.6 ML of a-Si.

5.4.6 Comparison with previous work

The only other RAS work on the Si(111)-5×2-Au system was reported by Power et

al in 1997 [38]. Their RAS spectra (figure 5.21), Si(111)-5×2-Au off cut by 4◦ in

the [112̄] direction shows significant differences from the RAS spectra presented here

for the same surface. The features at 3.4 and 4.25 match but they did not see the

broad minimum between 1.4 eV and 2.8 eV and, due to the limits on their spectral

range, could not see the maximum at 1.1 eV. However, the work here has shown

that the RAS signal is strongly dependent on processing conditions (figure 5.11),

off-cut direction and angle, faceting (figure 5.10) and number of adatom sites filled

(figure 5.18). It is likely that the surface they produced was quite different to those

discussed here.

5.5 The Si(775)-Au reconstruction

The Si(775)-Au reconstruction occurs after deposition of 0.32-0.35 ML of Au [30,

191, 195]. The current model (figure 5.22) consists of a Si honeycomb chain with a

double Au chain both running parallel to the steps on the surface [30]. Adatoms are

not found to stabilise this structure, unlike the Si(111)-5×2-Au reconstruction. The

surface reconstruction is believed to be semimetallic with only the band maximum

touching the Fermi level [30]. There have been no studies of this surface at low
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Figure 5.21: A comparison between previously published RAS spectra on Si(111)-

5×2-Au, off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄] direction, and the this work.

temperature so no conclusions have been drawn about whether it will undergo a

Peierls distortion. The surface bands are strongly one dimensional and there is an

inherent buckling of the Au chains, so it might be expected. The ratio of intrachain

to interchain coupling strength is over 100 for Si(775)-Au, compared to ∼10 for

three-dimensional chain structures, such as the Bechgaard salts [196].

5.5.1 RAS results and discussion for Si(775)-Au

The RAS spectrum from Si(775)-Au is shown in figure 5.23. The RAS spectrum

has the same features as Si(111)-5×2-Au, but the line shape is quite different. The

minimum between 1.8 and 2.8 now has a clear minimum position at 1.9 eV. RAS

spectra of similar surfaces such as Si(111)-3×1-Ag and Si(111)-4×1-In show the same

minimum in a similar energy position (figure 3 in [143]). In the case of Si(111)-4×1-

In recent ab initio calculations have shown that the minimum is due to both Si-In

and pure In states [197]. If this is also true of the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface, the

change in distribution of Si-Au and pure Au states, as we move from the three

chain Si(111)-5×2-Au system to a two chain Si(775)-Au system, would effect the

line shape of the RAS spectra in the region around the minimum.

It is also of note that the maximum between 0.7 and 1.0 eV, while quite repro-

ducible, is much less pronounced for these substrates than for the 4◦ or 2◦ off-cut.
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Figure 5.22: Structural model for Si(775)-Au (after [30]). Gold atoms are yellow

and the Si honeycomb chain is red.

The width of the terraces in figure 5.22 is roughly half that of the 4◦ off-cut, mak-

ing the chain structures on these narrower terraces more sensitive to the presence

of kinks. The average length of the Au chains is thus expected to be significantly

shorter on the Si(775)-Au, as the kinks will terminate the Au chains more efficiently

than on the 4◦ off-cut. It thus appears possible that the size of the maximum be-

tween 0.7 and 1.0 eV is related to the length of the Au chains. If confirmed, this

will raise interesting possibilities for the in situ monitoring of nanowire growth and,

possibly, process control.

5.5.2 Ad-atoms on Si(775)-Au

The effect of depositing a-Si on the Si(775)-Au system was investigated. Figure

5.24 shows the Si(775)-Au RAS response, together with the effect of a-Si deposition

at room temperature. The Si(775) was chosen because, as mentioned above, it

has one-dimensional (1-D) metallicity and its equilibrium structure is not normally

perturbed by intrinsic adatoms. Deposition of 0.05 ML (0.5 adatoms per 5×2 unit

cell) reduces the size of the minimum by about a factor of two, while the maximum

increases by a similar factor. The spectral shape now resembles the RAS from the 4◦

off-cut in the [112̄] direction (figure 5.11). The Si atoms are not expected to diffuse

on deposition at room temperature and thus the average population of Si adatoms

per unit cell can be estimated [193]. The error in coverage due to the thermal drift

of the quartz crystal oscillator (cross-calibrated against Si(557)-Au, Table 5.1) can

be estimated at about 0.02 ML, meaning an error of ∼0.25 atoms per 5×2 unit cell.
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Figure 5.23: RAS spectra from clean Si(775) and Si(775)-Au.

Above the 0.5 adatoms/unit cell no further changes in shape of the RAS spectra are

seen, the structure is simply damped. At 1/3 of a monolayer all of the anisotropic

structure due to the wires are gone and all that is left is the step modified bulk

states of Si.

5.5.3 Capping of Si(775)-Au

As discussed in the previous section, above 1/3 ML coverage of a-Si there is no

anisotropy due to the Au wires on the Si(775) surface. Deposition continued until

the coverage of 4.6 nm, that used by Iwasawa et al [42], was reached. Only the step-

modified bulk optical transitions remain (figure 5.25). These features progressively

reduce in size and red-shift, most likely due to the optical absorption and the strain

increasing with capping layer thickness [198]. While surface X-ray diffraction shows

that the crystal structure of the 5×2 phase is largely unchanged by capping with

a-Si at room temperature [42], it is clear from these results that the technologically

important anisotropic properties of the metallic chains have been destroyed.

5.6 The Si(557)-Au structure

A lot of the interest in vicinal Si(111)-Au systems has come from the fact that they

are excellent test systems for 1-D physics (chapter 2). Si(557) is considered to be
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Figure 5.24: RAS spectra from Si(775)-Au as Si adatoms are added up to 1 ML of

Si.

Figure 5.25: RAS spectra from Si(775)-Au as it is capped with a-Si.
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Figure 5.26: Structural model for Si(557)-Au , after [30].

a very good 1-D system, as measured by considering the ratio of the strength of

intrachain to interchain interactions (over 60 for the Si(557)-Au surface) [15, 30]. Its

structure is well understood and consists of a Si honeycomb chain, a re-bonding row

of Au and a row of Si adatoms (figure 5.26 [30, 199, 200]). The system is believed

to be conducting in the region from 80K to 300K and no Peierls distortion can be

reproducibly seen [92, 201]. Some STM experiments have claimed to see a Peierls

distortion [90] at low temperature but these results have now been explained as

simply an increase in resolution [95]. The system has two 1-D bands that cross the

Fermi level and initially these were believed to be a sign of spin charge separation

[31]. Later this claim was disproved and the bands were assigned to a spin-orbit split

state [32, 202]. The STM of Si(557)-Au shows 2 bright rows [93], neither of which

is related to the Au chain [200] (figure 5.27). The bright rows are in fact related to

the Si adatoms and Si step atoms.

5.6.1 RAS results and discussion for Si(557)-Au

RAS on clean Si(557) is very interesting, consisting of the normal peaks at 3.4 eV

and 4.25 eV ,associated with the step modified bulk states, and a unusual peak at

1.2 eV (figure 5.28). It is possible that the Pandey chains that form on the Si(111)-

2×1 surface [203] also form on this surface. However, the optical response of these

chains is seen at much lower energy (∼0.5 eV [204]) and a more likely explanation

is that it is a surface state related to the [1̄1̄2] oriented triple step structure [117]

(chapter 6).
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Figure 5.27: STM of Si(557)-Au, two distinct chains are visible related to the Si

adatoms and Si step sites, the image is 9.75 × 13.5 nm, after [93]

Figure 5.28: RAS of clean Si(557) and Si(557)-Au.
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Figure 5.29: LEED of Si(557)-Au.

The RAS signal on Si(557)-Au again has the same features as the Si(111)-5×2-

Au surface but the line shape is quite different (figure 5.28). The minimum has its

peak at 2.8 eV with a large shoulder at 2 eV. The maximum below 1 eV is only about

25% of the singnal seen on lower angle off-cut Si(111)-5×2-Au. As discussed for the

Si(775)-Au surface, the change in line shape of the minimum would be expected due

to the change in proportion of Si-Au and Au-Au states, as the sample goes from a

triple chain Si(111)-5×2-Au system to a single chain Si(557)-Au surface. The lack

of a peak in the IR could be again explained by kinks preventing long chains from

forming.

The LEED pattern on Si(557)-Au is interesting as it does not show the ×2 lines

that are seen on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface (figure 5.29). The Crain model [30]

predicts this and often the Si(557)-Au surface is called Si(557)–5×1-Au. In this

work the term Si(557)-Au has been used to prevent confusion with the early Bishop

and Riviere work which mistakenly called the Si(111)-5×2-Au, ”5×1”.

5.7 Summary

A strong optical anisotropy was seen on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface, which is related

to the chain structures on the surface. By taking into account the areas of the

surface associated with steps, the coverage for a perfect singular Si(111)-5×2-Au

surface has been calculated. Coverages of ∼ 0.6 ML were found, consistent with

the new three chain model proposed by Erwin et al [24]. The RAS signal from

a Si(111)-5×2-Au off-cut by 4◦ in the [112̄] direction surface could be reasonably

reproduced by combining 53% of the pure 5×2 signal with 47% Si(775)-Au signal,

in good agreement with the geometric proportions. The minimum temperature

for the formation of Si(111)-5×2-Au was found to be 425◦C. When adatoms were
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deposited on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface at room temperature the RAS spectra was

consistent with their being immobile. Subsequent heating caused the RAS signal to

change drastically, as that the adatom decorated ”5×4” reconstruction was formed.

Temperature dependent studies allowed a 100% adatom sites filled RAS spectra

and 0% adatom sites filled RAS spectra could be extracted. Upon capping the

Si(111)-5×2-Au surface the optical anisotropy was removed

A strong optical anisotropy was also seen on the Si(775)-Au surface. It had many

of the same features as the Si(111)-5×2-Au RAS signature but the line shape was

significantly different. Upon capping the Si(775)-Au surface the optical anisotropy

was also removed, however the signal around the bulk critical points of Si remained

and shifted to lower energy as the capping layer got thicker. Clean Si(557) shows

a strange optical anisotropy in the region of 1.2 eV the origin of which may be the

triple step structure. Si(557)-Au shows a similar optical anisotropy to Si(775)-Au

and Si(111)-5×2-Au, but again the line shape is visibly different.

The RAS line shapes of these related Au chain structures are likely to provide a

severe test for ab initio optical response calculations.
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6 Ab initio calculations of the optical response of

Si(557) and Si(775)

Preliminary optical response calculations have been undertaken in a collaboration

with Dr. Conor Hogan, under the auspices of the European Theoretical Spectroscopy

Facility.

Clean Si(557) forms an interesting structure with a (111) terrace separated by

a series of steps. The terrace is expected to have a 7×7 reconstruction, possibly

with some minor modifications due to it being confined on a narrow terrace. These

terraces are separated by a triple-step structure. The surface can be uniform over a

long range, forming an almost grating like structure with a period of 5.73 nm [116].

After joint STM and DFT studies were carried out [117], the triple step structure

was initially thought to have a (112) orientation. However, some doubt has been

cast over this assignment [205] with recent LEED studies claiming its has (113)

orientation [206] and high resolution STM work indicating that the surface may in

fact have a (77 10) orientation with the triple step being a combination of a double

step and a single step [207]. Recent work by Chaika et al may have explained some of

these discrepancies, as they found that the Si(557) surface can form several regular

step reconstructions, depending on the preparation conditions [208].

The RAS signal from the clean Si(557) shows the usual step modified bulk states

at 3.4 eV and 4.25 eV, but also shows a large peak at 1.2 eV (figure 6.1). The

origin of this peak is unknown. An optical response in the IR is seen for Pandey

chain structures on Si(111)-2×1 [203], however the RAS signal from these chains

are seen at lower energy (∼0.45 eV) [140]. An attempt has been made to calculate

the RAS signal from first principles from this surface, and Si(775), using DFT-LDA

[209]. Since the Si(111)-7×7 surface is isotropic, it was assumed that the RAS signal

would be dominated by the Si(112) orientated triple step response, or a state at the

step edge.

As RAS is a local probe of the surface electronic structure, it is sensitive to

structural features that may be present on the Si(557) surface. These features

could include dimers (both parallel and perpendicular to the step edge), adatoms,

buckling, π-like chain states, and dangling bond states localised at the step edge.

Ab initio calculations of the optical response may help to suggest or reject possible

surface structures [209].
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Figure 6.1: RAS spectra of clean Si(557).

6.1 Details of the calculations

Two different approaches were taken for modeling the clean Si(557) surface. The

simplest approach took reconstructed and relaxed Si(557) surface. For comparison

a Si(775) surface, which shows no evidence of step bunching, was also studied using

this method. The second approach examined the Si(112) surface structures described

by Oh et al [117], who studied various bulk truncated models of the Si(112) surface

[117]. Several different surface motifs were examined including dimers parallel (D‖)

and perpendicular (D⊥) to the step edge and a variation of D‖ containing adatoms

in a regular (AD‖) or oblique (AD′‖) cell.

Using DFT-LDA simulations of these models and some similar variations, the

total energy of the system and the optical properties were computed. The total

energy was calculated using the PWscf code [210] and the optical properties were

calculated using the Yambo code [211]. A slab approach was employed where seven

Si(111) double layers were included and this was separated by 1 nm of vacuum from

the next slab, to prevent interference affects. A 1×2 cell was used for the Si(112)

surface and the symmetry was not restricted during the calculation. Hydrogen

atoms were used to terminate the back surface and their nearest and next nearest

neighbours were fixed to the Si bulk positions during the structural relaxation.

When the surface had converged, a 72 k-point computation of optical properties

was used, and the optical signal was extracted from the first five layers using the
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method described by Hogan et al [212]. Larger numbers of k-points were also tested

to determine the convergence of the optical properties. It was found that more

k-points were often needed to accurately reproduce features at higher energy.

Many body corrections were accounted for, in an approximate way, by using a

rigid band shift of +0.5 eV to the conduction bands. This method was developed

by Del Sole and Girlanda [213] and accounts for both single particle self energy

corrections and two particle excitonic effects in an approximate way. The value of

+0.5 eV works well for bulk Si, but may not produce accurate shifts in conduction

band for localised surface states, in particular at energies near the Fermi level [105].

6.2 Results

For Si(557), the truncated bulk model, after relaxing the structure, predicted two

surface motifs, a π bonded Pandey chain, running parallel to the steps on the surface,

and a dangling bond state localised on the step edge. For the Si(775) surface, a

chain-like structure perpendicular to the steps was predicted. The different motifs

on the two similar surfaces could come from the slightly different width of the terrace

or, more likely, from the opposite orientation and the different bonding of the step

atoms (figure 3.1). The Si(557) and Si(775) reconstructed surfaces were both found

to be metallic with weakly dispersive surface bands crossing the Fermi level. In both

cases there are many states inside the bulk band gap of the Si, while Si(557) was

found to have fewer surface states than Si(775).

The surface energies for the various models of the Si(112) surface, were computed

using

Esurf = Eslab −NSiEbulk. (6.1)

where Eslab is the total energy of the slab obtained from the super-cell calculation,

NSi is the number of Si atoms and Ebulk is the energy (chemical potential) of a

bulk silicon atom. The results are presented in table 6.1 and match well with what

was found by Oh et al, indicating that the most stable structures are the ones with

adatoms [117]. However, in contrast to the work by Oh et al, it was found that the

difference between oblique and regular cells is small. The result could be due to

a buckling of the dimers at the step edge that was seen here but not observed in

Oh et al ’s work. The buckling could be related to a similar buckling that has been

observed experimentally on Si(557)-Au [95].
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Table 6.1: Computed surface energies of different Si(112) structural models, includ-

ing the reordered bulk truncated (RBT) model.

RBT D⊥ D‖ AD‖ AD′‖

∆Esurf (eV) 0.00 -0.58 -0.62 -0.78 -0.79

6.3 Predicted optical spectra

As is often the case with Si surfaces, the computed RAS response has amplitudes

significantly larger than those observed experimentally. The RAS data are therefore

scaled by a factor of 5 for comparison with the predicted spectra. The predicted

RAS signal from the Si(557) relaxed truncated bulk model is compared to the ex-

perimental in figure 6.2. Analysis of the main peaks shows that there are four main

contributions S2, S3, M4 and M5. The S2 structure derives from π-bonded Pandey-

like chains. The S3 structure comes from a dangling bond state localised on the step

edge. The M4 transition comes from a mix of bulk states and surface resonances.

The M5 transition, is a surface modified bulk state. It is only reproduced in the

calculation when a high density of k-points are used. The signal at 4.25 eV in the

RAS spectra is thought to be of a similar origin but is not reproduced in the calcu-

lations. In figure 6.4 the oscillations in this region are not related to the transitions

at 3.4 eV and 4.25 eV, but are an artifact of a low number of k-points used and the

slab approach. Although the agreement between theory and experiment is good for

these initial calculations, the uncertainty in the self-energy correction means that

the experimental peak at 1.2 eV could be assigned to either S2 or S3.

Preliminary results for the Si(775) truncated bulk model do not compare well to

the experimental spectrum (figure 6.3). The calculated spectra show a large negative

peak at low energies associated with the chain-like structures running perpendicular

to the steps. No experimental RAS features were seen in this region. It is possible

by that by adding adatoms or other defects that this structure will be quenched,

but further work is clearly required.

The predicted optical spectra for the various Si(112) models are shown in figure

6.4. It is clear that overall agreement with the experimental RAS signal is quite poor.

The energetically most stable models, those with the adatoms, show no significant

positive anisotropy in the region of 1.2 eV, in fact both show a slight negative

anisotropy in this region (figure 6.4 (b)). Of the other 3 models, only the dimer

rows parallel model (D‖), is similar to the experimentally observed signal below 2

eV (figure 6.4 (a)). While this is promissing and would justify calculations at higher

k-point density, it is clear that other surface motifs need to be explored, and this is
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Figure 6.2: A comparison between the experimental RAS spectra and the theoretical

response, calculated using a ab initio DFT-LDA approach for bulk truncated and

relaxed Si(557).
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Figure 6.3: A comparison between the experimental RAS spectra and the theoretical

response, calculated using a ab initio DFT-LDA approach for bulk truncated and

relaxed Si(775).
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Figure 6.4: A comparison of theory, for various reconstructed Si(112) surfaces, with

the experimental Si(557) spectrum.
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on-going.

6.4 Conclusions

Given the difficulty of ab initio optical response calculations, this initial work has

been quite successful in reproducing the RAS spectra from Si(557). A bulk termi-

nated and relaxed Si(557) surface provided the best fit. The structure at 1.2 eV may

come from either a Pandey-type chain or a dangling bond state at the step edge. As

Pandey-type chain structures have produced RAS signatures at significantly lower

energy than the structure recorded here, the dangling bond state at the step edge is

the more likely candidate. There is good experimental evidence for the triple step

structure, however, even though calculations of various Si(112) structures appear

less promising more surface motifs need to be explored and a large unit cell calcula-

tion of the complete surface with triple height steps and total energy minimisation

appears necessary. This is an essential first step in modelling the other surfaces

discussed in chapter 5. Successful theoretical modelling of the Si(557 and Si(775)

optical response will provide the RAS spectra from Si(557)-Au, Si(775)-Au, adatom

free Si(111)-5×2-Au and adatom decorated Si(111)-5×2-Au.
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7 Metallic nanoislands

7.1 Growth of nanowires by anisotropic diffusion

When metals are deposited on some well ordered semiconductor surfaces there can

be a large anisotropy in the metals diffusion barrier in orthogonal directions. When

a metal is deposited on such surfaces it can form elongated islands with length

to width ratio > 25. These elongated islands show very interesting optical and

electrical properties. They potentially have some interesting uses in fields such

as optical computing and communications. Some materials grown by this method

have shown anisotropies in reflectance of >20%, which means the material will be a

different colour depending on the polarisation of light that is used to view it.

7.1.1 Silver islands

There are several examples of Ag forming anisotropic islands on Si and other sur-

faces. When Ag is deposited on vicinal Si(100) it can form ∼ 5 µm long and ∼ 50

nm wide islands [214]. When Ag is deposited on Si(111)-3×1-Ag it will also form

highly anisotropic islands which show a strong reflectance anisotropy [7]. RAS spec-

tra from these ellipsoidal islands show a large minimum at about 1 eV depending

on the off-cut of the Si and the amount of Ag deposited (figure 7.1). When these

structures are capped the minimum shifts to the IR and increases in intensity (fig-

ure 7.2). These results will be discussed further in section 7.4.2, with regard to the

modelling of the optical response from metallic islands.

7.1.2 Lead islands on Si(557)-Au and Si(335)-Au

Lead was initially found to form anisotropic structures on Si(335)-Au by Jalochowski

et al in 1998 [215]. They found a polarised reflectance difference that increased up

to about 10 ML of Pb, with a minimum around 0.9 eV and a maximum below

0.5 eV. This work was extended in 2002 by depositing at low temperatures (100

K). They again found a large optical anisotropy with a minimum around 0.9 eV

and a maximum at 0.5 eV [216]. They also investigated the behavior at higher

temperatures and found the optimum optical anisotropy when the samples were

held around 260 K during Pb deposition [39, 217]. STM images of the islands that

were being formed showed that they were ∼12 nm high, 60 nm wide and could be up

to 1500 nm long. Other Si off-cuts were also found to produce elongated islands of

Pb, these include Si(100)-Au, Si(110)-Au and Si(557)-Au [39]. Si(557)-Au showed
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Figure 7.1: RAS spectra from Ag ellipsoids grown on Si(111)-3×1-Ag (recorded by

Dr Julie Jacob in this research group [7]). The inset shows an AFM image of the

ellipsoids. The AFM image was recorded by Dr Sandhya Chandola in the Technische

Universität Berlin.

the islands with the greatest ratio of length/diameter. RAS measurements of these

systems have not been published.

The growth process of the Pb islands can be divided into two phases. Up to an

average coverage of ∼1.5 ML of Pb, a wetting layer is formed, then a nucleation

of islands. This is followed by anisotropic growth around room temperature as Pb

cannot diffuse up and down steps so the nucleated islands grow in length rather

than width. Growth of the elongated islands continues up to 12 ML, with the width

remaining fairly constant at around 60 nm [39]. The whole process strongly depends

on the mobility of the Pb atoms and thus the temperature. In the range between 260

and 280 K the islands with the largest aspect ratios length/diameter are produced

[39]. Under ideal conditions these wires can grow to several micrometers while their

width remains constant at 60 nm (figure 7.3). When the substrate is warmer than

this Pb can diffuse across the steps and islands will grow in width as well as length.

7.2 Modeling the optical response from metallic nanowires

Modeling the RAS signal from anisotropic islands on Si has been attempted using

several different anisotropic models. These models are discussed in the next few
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Figure 7.2: RAS spectra from Ag ellipsoids grown on Si(111)-3×1-Ag before and

after capping (after [7]).

Figure 7.3: STM image of Pb nanowires grown on Si(335)-Au at 260 K (after [216]).
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sections. The RAS signal they predict is shown and the effect of changing several

parameters is explored. Limitations of each model will also be discussed.

7.2.1 Anisotropic Drude free electron model

The Drude free electron model is a simple model that predicts the optical, electrical

and thermal properties of metals. It assumes that electrons are completely detached

from the ion core of the metal and have negligible interactions with each other.

Despite its simplicity it is reasonably successful and quite widely used. The dielectric

function of a metal can be calculated using the Drude model if the plasma frequency

(ωp) and scattering rate (ωτ ) are known:

ε(ω) = εb −
ω2
p

ω2 + iωωτ
(7.1)

where εb is the static dielectric function of the metal, normally set to 1 for a good

free electron metal, and ωp = Nee
2/meε0, where Ne is the free electron density.

The plasma frequency of a real metal does not change much as the size of the

metal cluster is reduced [218]. However, the scattering rate of the electrons in the

metal can have significant size dependence. In particular, as the metal clusters are

reduced in size below the bulk scattering length, the scattering rate increases because

electrons can scatter off the surface of the cluster. The size dependent scattering

rate can be given as:

ωτ = ωτ,b + C
Vf
R

(7.2)

where ωτ,b represents the bulk scattering rate, Vf is the Fermi velocity of an electron

in the metal (it is assumed not to have a size dependence), R is the radius of the

cluster and C is a constant ∼ 1 [219–221]. The value of C depends on the details of

the scattering at the metal surface and for this work was always set to 1 [222, 223].

The RAS response from anisotropic islands can be modelled by assuming different

scattering rates in the x and y directions in the surface plane [10]. Equation 7.2 is

simply extended by replacing the radius of the cluster by half the length and width

of the anisotropic island, and then the RAS response calculated with equation 4.20.

Figure 7.4 shows the expected RAS signal from different metal nanoislands on

Si: the nanoislands are 500 nm long, 10 nm wide and 1 nm high. Table 7.1 gives the

plasma frequency, bulk scattering rate and Fermi velocity for the metals considered.

The spectra have a broad minimum below 1 eV for each metal that is broadest for

metals with the highest bulk scattering rate. The spectra also show a large peak

towards 0 eV, and again this peak is broader for metals with a higher bulk scattering

rate. The minimum position is shifted slightly for each metal and is found to depend
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Table 7.1: The plasma frequencies, bulk scattering rates and Fermi velocities for the

relevant metals (from [224])

ωp (eV) ωτ,b (eV) Vf (ms−1)

Au 9.0 0.080 1.4 ×106

Pb 7.7 0.180 1.83×106

Ag 9.0 0.018 1.39×106

Cu 7.9 0.034 1.57×106

Al 14.8 0.080 2.03×106

mainly on the scattering rate with larger scattering rates shifting the minimum to

higher energies.

Figure 7.5 shows the dependence of the predicted RAS spectra on the island

width. The width was varied from 1 nm to 500 nm, while the length was held

constant at 1000 nm. The RAS spectra have been normalised so that comparisons

can be easily made between different island widths. As the island width increases the

minimum position shifts to lower energy and becomes significantly sharper. This is

exactly what one might expect as the small islands will have a very large scattering

rate in the direction perpendicular to the wires, while the wide islands will have a

similar scattering rate to the bulk material.

There are several limitations with the anisotropic Drude free electron model. The

main limitation is that a capping layer will have no effect on the RAS structure.

The model is also unrealistic for most metallic systems as it completely neglects Mie

resonance type effects such as increased dipole strength at points of high curvature

[225].

7.2.2 Anisotropic polarisability

The anisotropic polarisability model was developed to remove some of the limita-

tions of the Drude free electron model. By representing the anisotropic layer with a

Bruggerman mixing formula the dielectric function of the capping material has an

effect on the peak positions of the predicted RAS spectrum and, by using depolar-

ising factors as detailed in [226, 227], the effects of the curvature of the islands are

accounted for. This model however assumes that there is no interaction between

islands and there is no image charge formed in the substrate. The discussion below

is limited to the dipolar case: A detailed discussion of quadrupolar and higher order

terms is given in the book by D. Bedeaux [227]. The equation for the polarisability
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Figure 7.4: Calculated RAS spectra for metallic nanowires that are 500 nm long

and 10 nm wide, for various metals.

Figure 7.5: Calculated RAS structure for Pb nanowires that are 1000 nm long and

have a width from 1 nm to 500 nm.
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of the islands in each direction is:

αi =
4πxyz

3

(
ε− εa

εa +Ni(ε− εa)Fi

)
(7.3)

where εa is the dielectric function of the embedding medium, ε is the dielectric

function of the metal, Ni is the depolarisation factor (equation 7.4) in the direction i

and Fi is a correction factor arising from the modified long wavelength approximation

(MLWA) (equation 7.5) [228].

Nx =
xyz

2

∫ ∞
0

dq

(x2 + q)
√

(x2 + q)(y2 + q)(z2 + q)
(7.4)

where x, y and z are the semi-axis of the islands in each direction. Nx+Ny+Nz = 1,

and there are several simplifications that can be used for regular shaped islands,

discussed in the book by A. Sihvola [229]. The quasi -static approximation (Fi = 1)

can be used where island dimensions are much less than λ, but for long islands

MLWA should be used:

Fx = 1− (kx)2 − 2

3
i(kx)3 (7.5)

where k is the wave vector of the incidence light and x is the semi-axis in the

direction of interest. The second term arises from dynamic depolarisation effects

and the third term from radiative damping [228].

To convert the individual island polarisability αx and αy into a predicted RAS

signal they must be scaled using γx = ϕαx, where ϕ is the volume fraction. The

ellipsometry equations for a optically dense polarisable material on a less dense

substrate are then used [41]:

rs,x =
cos θ − ns cos θ′ + ikγx
cos θ + ns cos θ′ − ikγx

(7.6)

and

rp,x =
(ns cos θ − cos θ′)

(
1− k2

4
γxγz sin2 θ

)
− ikγx cos θ cos θ′ + iknsγz sin2 θ

(ns cos θ + cos θ′)
(
1− k2

4
γxγz sin2 θ

)
− ikγx cos θ cos θ′ − iknsγz sin2 θ

(7.7)

where ns is the refractive index of the substrate, k is the wave vector of the incidence

light (2π/λ), θ is the angle of incidence and θ′ is the angle of refraction. For normal

incidence rp,x = rs,y and rs,x = rp,y. The RAS response can now simply be calculated

from:

RAS =
2(rp,x − rp,y)
rp,x + rp,y

=
2(rs,x − rs,y)
rs,x + rs,y

(7.8)

The metal dielectric function for these islands is taken from the modified Drude

model discussed in section 7.2.1, which includes anisotropic scattering rates.
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Figure 7.6: Calculated RAS spectra for metallic ellipsoids that are 500 nm long, 10

nm wide and 5 nm high for various metals. The embedding medium was taken as a

linear combination of 50% Si and 50% vacuum.

RAS spectra were calculated for several island shapes, capping materials, and

metals using an Excel worksheet (appendix C). Figure 7.6 shows islands of Al, Ag

and Pb. Two large features are seen, one related to a plasmon dipole oscillation

in the length of the islands (the large maximum in the IR) and one related to a

plasmon dipole oscillation in the width (the smaller minimum). The embedding

dielectric function was taken to be a linear combination of 50% Si and 50% vacuum

[226], as approximately half the island will be in contact with the Si substrate. The

main features to note are that, as the plasma frequency of the metal increases, the

features shift to higher energy and that, as the scattering rate increases, the features

broaden (table 7.1).

Figure 7.7 shows the effect of island width on the predicted RAS spectra. Spectra

are calculated for islands with widths from 5 nm to 100 nm. The length and height

of the islands was kept constant at 500 nm and 5 nm, respectively. As the width

is increased the minimum shifts to the IR and sharpens. The shift arises from the

change in the depolarisation factor (equation 7.4), and the sharpening is a direct

effect of the decrease in the scattering rate as the width is increased. There is a

small shift to the UV in the maximum but this is mainly due to the subtraction in

the RAS equations.

Figure 7.8 shows the effect of changing the island length on the predicted RAS
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Figure 7.7: Calculated RAS spectra for metallic Pb ellipsoids that are 500 nm long,

5 nm high and have widths varying from 5 nm to 100 nm. The islands are embedded

in a dielectric medium that is a linear combination of 50% Si and 50% vacuum.

spectra. Islands with a length of 75 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm and 500 nm were modelled

while the width and height were held constant at 50 nm and 5 nm respectfully. The

maximum is seen to shift to the IR as the islands are made longer. The minimum

also shifts slightly to the UV as the islands get longer but as discussed above this

is mainly an affect of the subtraction in the RAS calculation. There is also a slight

sharpening of the maximum as the length of the islands increases, due to the decrease

in scattering rate.

The final experiment with this model was the effect of capping the islands with

different materials. To understand this three RAS spectra were generated with

different embedding medium dielectric functions, 100% vacuum, 50% vacuum-50%

Si and 50% a-Si-50% Si. Figure 7.9 shows the effect for Pb islands with a length

of 500 nm, a width of 50 nm and a height of 5 nm. As the optical density of the

capping layer increases, both features shift to the IR and reduce in intensity.

This model addresses many of the issues with the simple Drude model. It allows

for an embedding medium and accounts for the island shape. It also has several

limitations: it does not account for an inter-island dipole interaction, image charge

formation, or quadrupolar interactions. The islands discussed below show no sign of

the quadrupolar structure observed in the optical response of small potassium par-

ticles grown on oxidised Si [230]. Inter-island dipole interactions could be significant
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Figure 7.8: Calculated RAS spectra for metallic Pb ellipsoids that are 5 nm high

and 50 nm wide. The lengths were varied from 75 nm to 500 nm. The islands are

embedded in a dielectric medium that is a linear combination of 50% Si and 50%

vacuum.

Figure 7.9: Calculated RAS spectra for Pb ellipsoids that are 500 nm long, 5 nm

high and 50 nm wide for various embedding media.
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at high island densities, however, and the image charge formed in the uncapped sys-

tem could shift or broaden the features seen. The image charge effect is expected to

be important when studying the difference between capped and uncapped systems.

For an uncapped system, the image charge will be present but when the system is

capped with a-Si, the image charge will be largely removed (a-Si and Si have a very

similar dielectric function in the region of the features). Both of these effects can in

some way be dealt with by modifying the depolarisation factor Ni.

7.2.3 Image charge model

A simple model has been developed that helps to account for image charge effects.

There are two modifications that must be made to the anisotropic polarisability

model discussed in the previous section. The depolarisation factor Ni is reformulated

and the optical response from the metal island dipole must be coupled to the optical

response from the image dipole [231, 232]. The image charge strength is given by:

S =
εs − εa
εs + εa

(7.9)

where εs is the dielectric function of the surface and, as above, εa is the dielectric

function of the embedding medium. The depolarisation factor can then be modified

to include an image charge effect using:

N
′

i = Ni

(
1−

(
d

2Rz

)3

S

)
(7.10)

where d is the distance between the center of the island and the surface and Rz is the

radius of the island in the z (surface normal) direction. For the calculations discussed

here d = Rz, as the theoretical surface and experimental surface are assumed to

coincide.

The polarisability is now modified to include the two coupled dipoles, the dipole

in the metal and the image dipole.

αi =
4πxyz

3

(
ε− εa

εa +N
′
i (ε− εa)Fi

2εs
εs + εa

)
(7.11)

By using this equation to predict the RAS spectra from metallic islands it is

possible to study the effect of the image charge for both uncapped islands (figure

7.10) and capped islands (figure 7.11). The Pb islands were 500 nm long, 100 nm

wide and 10 nm high. For the uncapped case the image charge has a significant

effect, shifting the signal to the UV and increasing the intensity of the peak. It does

not seem to broaden the peak. For the capped case there is almost no effect from
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Figure 7.10: Calculated RAS spectra for uncapped Pb ellipsoids that are 500 nm

long, 100 nm wide and 10 nm high, before and after applying the image charge

correction.

the image charge. This is easily explained because the dielectric function of Si and

a-Si are so similar that S ≈ 1. There is a very small difference in the peak in the

IR with the image charge slightly increasing the intensity of the maximum.

7.2.4 Anisotropic dipole-dipole interactions

The dipole-dipole interaction between islands can be included in the model by modi-

fying the depolarisation constants [233]. However, this cannot be done for ellipsoidal

particles where the interaction between particles in the x direction will be signifi-

cantly stronger than interactions in the y direction due to the much greater radius

of curvature at the ends of the ellipsoids.

For spherical particles the depolarisation constant can be rewritten as N
′
i =

Ni + βi where βx depends on the distance between islands in the x direction and βy

depends on the distance between islands in the y direction. Yamaguchi et al [233]

calculated βi as:

βi = −C
ai

(7.12)

where C is a constant depending on the material, embedding medium, lattice shape

and thickness of the islands and, ai is the lattice constant (island separation) in the

i direction. For the calculation here C was fixed at 0.5 nm.
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Figure 7.11: Calculated RAS spectra for Pb ellipsoids that are 500 nm long, 100 nm

wide and 10 nm high, capped by a-Si, before and after applying the image charge

correction.

Figure 7.12 shows the effect of changing the ay value from 20 nm to 1000 nm while

the ax is held constant at 10 nm (islands just touching but no electrical contact). The

island dimensions are 10 nm in x and y and 1 nm in z. The Pb islands capped by 50%

Si and 50% vacuum. No image charge contribution was included. As the distance

between islands is increased the effect of the dipole interaction is reduced until at ∼
100 nm no significant dipolar-dipolar interaction remains in the ay direction. The

effect of the interaction is to create a large structure with a maximum at 0.15 eV

and a minimum that shifts from 0.68 eV to 0.76 eV as the distance between the

islands is increased.

Figure 7.13 shows the effect of changing the ax value from 10 nm to 200 nm while

ay is held constant at 1000 nm. The island dimensions and dielectric functions are

the same as in figure 7.12. The RAS spectrum is found to decrease significantly as

the distance between islands is reduced and the lattice becomes more isotropic. The

minimum position is found to shift from 0.76 eV to 0.88 eV while the maximum

signal shifts from 0.18 eV to 0.3 eV.

This simplistic treatment of dipole-dipole interactions of isotropic islands gives

a qualitative idea of the effect they will have on the RAS spectra. The effect is

expected to be seen only when the islands are significantly closer than 100 nm. If

the embedding dielectric is also included the value of C would be expected to reduce
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Figure 7.12: Calculated RAS spectra from spherical Pb islands in a square lattice

separated by a lattice constant of 10 nm in the x direction, and a lattice constant

varying from 20 nm to 1000 nm in the y direction.

Figure 7.13: Calculated RAS spectra from spherical Pb islands in a square lattice

separated by a lattice constant of 1000 nm in the y direction, and a lattice constant

varying from 10 nm to 200 nm in the x direction.
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[222, 223, 232], meaning the islands would have to be even closer together to interact

strongly. The Pb islands that were created in this work are anisotropic and, as such,

modelling the true dipole-dipole interaction is significantly more complicated than

discussed here. For these reasons the dipole-dipole interaction was not included

while modelling the RAS signal from the Pb islands. For the anisotropic Ag islands

created by Fleischer et al [7] the dipole interaction could be important due to the

small distance between islands.

7.2.5 Nanoantenna model

Elongated metallic islands can act as nanoantennae with strong resonances in the

IR. IR antenna resonances have been observed for single gold elongated nanoislands

[234]. In the gold antennae case it turned out that their resonance curves deviate

from that of ideal antennae in vacuum because of the effect of the substrate dielectric

function. However, the substrate effect can be taken into account by calculating an

effective refractive index, a linear combination of the substrate dielectric function

and surrounding medium dielectric function [226]. The nanoantenna model can be

used to give a first approximation of the length of the islands if the width, metal

plasma frequency ωp and surrounding dielectric function are known.

2L = λeff = 2πR

(
13.74− 0.12(1 + 141.04εs)

εs
− 2

π
+

λ

λp

0.12

εs

√
1 + 141.04εs

)
(7.13)

where λp is the wavelength of the plasma resonance in the metal, εs is the embedding

medium dielectric function, R is the radius of the island, and λ is the wavelength of

the maximum. The numerical values in this equation were calculated by Novotny

[235]. Since the islands did not have a circular cross section the radius was taken

as:

R =

√
WH

π
(7.14)

where W is the width and H is the height of the metallic islands. This could be a

potential source of inaccuracy in calculations involving the antenna model.

In section 7.4.1 equation 7.13 is used to give an estimate of the length of the Pb

islands that were created on Si(557)-Au. These equations, however, do not predict

anything about the line shape of the resonance nor do they predict the minimum that

was routinely seen around 1 eV. It does, however, predict a shift in the peak position

as a material is capped. This shift is smaller than the shift that was observed during

capping of the Pb nanoislands.
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7.3 RAS from Pb islands grown on Si(557)-Au

Lead islands were grown on Si(557)-Au. During deposition the sample was kept at

room temperature. Although this meant that optimum isolated nanowires were not

produced, elongated islands with a large RAS signal were produced. RAS spectra

were recorded at various stages during deposition to gauge when a maximum optical

anisotropy had been achieved. Some samples were removed from the UHV chamber

before capping and transferred under low vacuum (∼ 10−2 mbar) to a SEM. Images

were then taken of the islands. These samples were also taken to the DFG laser for

measurement using rotating sample RAS. It was found that after about 1 week in

ambient the RAS signal was completely removed. Other samples were capped with

4.5 nm of a-Si and then removed from the chamber. They were also measured using

rotating sample RAS. Capped samples were found to retain their RAS signal for

several weeks in ambient conditions.

7.3.1 Uncapped islands

The RAS signal monitored during the growth of the Pb islands is shown in figure

7.14. RAS spectra were recorded every 0.5 ML from 1.5 ML until 6 ML of Pb had

been deposited. Initially the Pb quenches the Si(557)-Au signal, supporting the

idea that the first ML forms a wetting layer on the surface which is then followed by

anisotropic island growth [40, 236, 237]. The minimum that is formed slowly grows

in amplitude and shifts slightly to the IR. The shift can be explained by considering

that islands will get slightly wider as Pb is deposited, as shown in figure 7.7. The

increase in signal can be explained as an increase in density of Pb islands on the

surface. Unfortunately, with the current UHV chamber it is impossible to monitor

the IR maximum below 0.5 eV, which should give information about how the length

of the islands is changing with Pb coverage (figure 7.8). This limitation is mainly

due to absorption in the low strain fused silica window. Above 6 ML of Pb only

small changes in the RAS signal were seen in the spectral range from 0.85 eV to

4 eV. However, as Klevenz et al have reported for Pb islands on Si(335)-Au, the

maximum below 0.5 eV is expected to keep growing until about 15 ML [40].

The RAS signal from the uncapped islands formed after 8 ML of Pb had been

deposited is shown in figure 7.15. It shows two large structures; a minimum at 1.15

eV and a maximum at 0.47 eV. The laser RAS, while quite noisy, confirms that the

presence of the maximum at 0.47 eV. The maximum is approximately 7 times larger

than the minimum and is significantly narrower. The anisotropy due to Si(557)-Au

reconstruction has been completely removed by the Pb, but the Si bulk critical point
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Figure 7.14: RAS signal monitored during the growth of Pb islands.

at 3.4 eV is still visible.

Klevenz et al [40] and Chung et al [237] have both performed polarisation de-

pendent Fourier transform IR (FTIR) absorption spectroscopy. Their results can

be converted into a RAS signal (figure 7.16), and have been plotted on the same

scale used in this work to allow comparison. They observe a similar maximum to

those presented here, but shifted to the IR. The shift could be explained by the

larger quantity of Pb that they deposited, which would mean that, on average, their

islands are larger than those presented here. This is confirmed by comparing their

AFM images to the SEM images presented later (figures 7.19 and 7.20). The differ-

ence in the shape of the maxima indicates that RAS could be a useful in situ probe

of anisotropic nanoisland shape, if a suitable model can be developed.

7.3.2 Capped islands

Islands were capped by depositing 4.5 nm of a-Si on top of them. RAS spectra were

recorded after capping to establish if the capping procedure had altered the island

structure. The RAS spectrum after capping is shown in figure 7.17. It shows a

similar structure to the uncapped islands, with both features shifted slightly to the

IR. The minimum is now at 0.90 eV and the maximum is at 0.39 eV. The minimum

has increased in size significantly.

There are several possible scenarios that could happen when the islands are
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Figure 7.15: RAS signal from uncapped Pb islands after 8 ML of Pb had been

deposited on Si(557)-Au. The PEM RAS signal was recorded through a low strain

UHV window and the laser RAS signal was recorded soon after the sample was

removed from the chamber, before significant oxidation could occur.

capped. The a-Si could alloy with the Pb islands, the Pb could defuse through the

a-Si or the islands could Ostwald ripen due to the rise in temperature of the sample

when it is exposed to the Si flux. Alloying and diffusion does not occur during island

growth at room temperature, and is unlikely to occur during capping. However, the

island shape could alter and RAS could probe this. The optical response of the

islands could be modelled before and after capping, the only change being in the

embedding medium dielectric function.

The success of capping was judged by how long the sample could be kept at

ambient conditions before significant changes in the RAS spectra could be measured.

Figure 7.18 shows the RAS signal of Pb islands on Si(557)-In (this explains the

shifted energy position of the peaks) up to five weeks after removing from the vacuum

chamber. After five weeks the peaks have significantly reduced in intensity. Both

peaks have also got broadened. A large peak has also formed in the UV that is most

likely related to scattering in the capping layer.
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Figure 7.16: RAS spectra converted from the FTIR spectra of by Klevenz et al

[40] and Chung et al [237] of Pb islands grown on Si(335)-Au and Si(557)-Au. The

inset shows two AFM images a) Pb islands on Si(335)-Au and b) Pb islands on

Si(557)-Au. The black bar in the images represents 1 µm.

Figure 7.17: RAS signal from a-Si capped Pb islands after 8 ML of Pb had been

deposited on Si(557)-Au. The PEM RAS signal was recorded exsitu and the laser

RAS signal was recorded soon after the sample was removed from the chamber.
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Figure 7.18: RAS signal from a-Si capped Pb islands, grown on Si(557)-In, on various

dates after removal from the vacuum chamber.

7.3.3 SEM images from Pb wires grown on Si(557)-Au

To investigate the dimensions of the Pb islands grown, SEM images were recorded

after removing the uncapped samples from the UHV chamber. Images were then

analysed using Gwyddion image analysis software to find out average length and

width. Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show the islands after 8 ML of Pb and 2.5 ML of

Pb respectively. The high coverage shows islands with a typical width of 60 nm,

with some islands coalescing into islands of double or triple that width. The length

distribution is from 170 nm to 430 nm. For the lower coverage, islands have a

average width of 45 nm and a length distribution from 50 nm to 260 nm. This

indicates that the islands are growing mainly in length as Pb is deposited. Previous

work has indicated that the height of the islands is relatively uniform (∼12nm) in

this coverage region [40]. For the high coverage 34% of the surface was covered in

islands and each island was found to have a mean area of ∼ 104 nm2, giving an

island density of ∼ 3 × 10−5 nm−2. For the lower coverage of islands, the coverage

was 31% and and each island was found to have a mean area of ∼ 5 × 103 nm2,

giving an island density of ∼ 6× 10−5 nm−2. The average inter-island distance was

estimated ∼ 100 nm for both coverges. However, it is clear from the SEM images

of the high coverage that the distance is not uniform between the x and y direction.

The islands are spaced ∼ 50 nm in the y direction and ∼ 190 nm in the x direction.
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Figure 7.19: SEM image of 8 ML of Pb on Si(557)-Au, recorded with an electron

energy of 3 keV. a) A large area of the surface, demonstrating the surface uniformity

achieved with little or no defects. b) A close up image of a cluster of several islands.

Figure 7.20: SEM image of 2.5 ML of Pb on Si(557)-Au, recorded with an electron

energy of 3 keV. a) A large area of the surface. b) A close up image of a cluster of

several islands.

For the low coverage the inter-island distance seems to be more uniform between

the x and y directions. At these separations the dipole-dipole interaction is not

expected to be large.

7.4 Fitting of the RAS results to the model

Using the information gathered from the SEM images the RAS spectra were fit-

ted using equation 7.11 which neglects the dipole-dipole interaction. Fits were first

modified by eye to acquire good initial values for a least squares fit, using Excel’s

”Solver” application to minimise the square of the difference between the experimen-

tal result and the predicted RAS spectra. Limitations were put on several values to

prevent non-physical solutions. Values for the width and length were only allowed
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Figure 7.21: RAS spectrum from uncapped Pb islands, compared to the anisotropic

ellipsoid model, including an image charge.

to vary within the range of values seen in the SEM images, while the values of ωp

and ωτ,b were fixed at the bulk values for the metal in question. However, the value

of C in equation 7.2 was allowed to change between the capped and uncapped case.

Increasing C has the effect of broadening the negative peak while leaving the posi-

tive peak largely unchanged. It is known that C depends on the scattering from the

surface of the islands, so it would be expected to change as the dielectric function

embedding medium changes [222, 223].

7.4.1 Fitting the RAS spectra from Pb islands

Figure 7.21 shows the fit for the uncapped islands. The best fit was for islands

with a length of 180 nm, width of 55 nm and height of 8 nm. This shows good

agreement with the SEM images and previous work reporting a width of 60 nm

[39]. The predicted maximum is, however, significantly narrower than the measured

RAS spectrum, while the minimum is reasonably well reproduced. Given that the

major variation observed is in the length of the islands, and figure 7.8 shows that

this will alter the position of the maximum, the broadening of the maximum may

originate in the length distribution. The density of islands was allowed to vary freely

within a certain range, and the best fit value came out as ∼ 5× 10−5 nm−2, which

is consistent with the density of islands seen in the SEM images.
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Figure 7.22: RAS spectrum from capped Pb islands, compared to the anisotropic

ellipsoid model including an image charge.

The peak position observed for the Pb islands of 0.47 eV was also used to calcu-

late the antenna length of the islands from the nanoantenna model (equation 7.13).

This came out as ∼ 220 nm, which is in reasonable agreement with the SEM images.

Figure 7.22 shows the fit for the capped islands. The same length, width and

height were used as the uncapped case. The capping dielectric function was changed

to a combination of Si and a-Si and the value of C in equation 7.2, was used as a

variable in the fitting routine. It was found that the signal produced was approx-

imately 10 times smaller than the signal observed in the RAS spectra, and in the

models for the uncapped system. This is mainly due to the numerator in equation

7.11, (ε− εa), getting significantly smaller as εa is increased. This result underlines

that comparison of the uncapped and capped response is a severe test of the theo-

retical modelling, particularly where the substrate material is used for capping, as

this eliminates the image charge. The results presented are simply scaled to the

negative peak intensity.

The negative peak position and shape match the spectra well, but the shift in

the positive peak is significantly greater than the shift that was observed in the RAS

experiment.

The peak position observed for the capped Pb islands of 0.39 eV was used to

calculate the antenna length of the islands. This came out as ∼ 180 nm, which is

reasonable, but differs significantly from the uncapped value of 220 nm. While this
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might indicate an average length change due to Ostwald ripening, it may also reflect

the limitations of the nanoantenna model, particularly the effective medium model

applied.

7.4.2 Fitting the RAS spectra from Ag islands grown on Si(111)-3×1-Ag

The RAS spectra of the Ag Islands were recorded by Dr Julie Jacob in this research

group and the AFM images were recorded by Dr Sandhya Chandola in the Technis-

che Universität Berlin at the request of this research group. The length and width

of the Ag islands can be estimated from the AFM image in figure 7.1. Values of 80

nm for the length and 40 nm for the width were calculated. Using the bulk plasma

frequency (ωp) and scattering rate (ωτ,b) for Ag (table 7.1), the RAS spectra were

fitted using equation 7.11. Similar to the Pb case, the embedding dielectric function

for the uncapped system was taken as a combination of Si and vacuum, while for

the capped case it was taken as a combination of Si, a-Si and vacuum. The value of

C in equation 7.2 was used as a fitting parameter and a scaling factor was included

for the capped case so that the observed RAS signal matched the calculated RAS

signal amplitude. Figure 7.23 shows the fits for the uncapped Ag islands. The fits

are less constrained than fits for the Pb case because no information on the maxi-

mum amplitude or position is available. However, good agreement is found for the

minimum shape and position for islands that are 90 nm long, 40 nm wide and 5

nm high. The error on the length will be very large because the maximum position

could not be recorded at the time. The values are close to those measured in the

AFM images.

When the islands are capped with a-Si the minimum position is found to shift

to the IR and increase in amplitude, similar to the Pb island case. When modelling

the spectrum the embedding medium was changed from 40 % Si, 60% vacuum to

40 % a-Si, 40 % Si, 20 % vacuum. The 20 % vacuum was introduced to reduce the

IR shift on capping, discussed in the previous section. A 20% void in the a-Si layer

is unlikely and it is more likely that the limitations of the model are being exposed.

The spacing of the Ag islands is much less than that of the Pb islands, and so the

dipole-dipole interaction, neglected in the model, is likely to be more significant.

The main conclusion from this section is that it is essential to extend the RAS

measurements as far as possible into the IR, if RAS is to be used as a quantitative

tool for these surfaces.
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Figure 7.23: Comparison between the modelled and recorded RAS spectra for un-

capped Ag islands, grown on Si(111)-3×1-Ag (data from [7]).

Figure 7.24: Comparison between the modelled and recorded RAS spectra for a-Si

capped Ag islands, grown on Si(111)-3×1-Ag (data from [7]).
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7.4.3 Limitations of the different models

These experiments have shown that RAS is very sensitive to nanoisland structure

and the surrounding medium. In developing the model, image charge effects were

introduced for the uncapped system, anisotropic scattering rates were introduced

into the free electron plasmon response, and a simple average was taken as the

effective medium response of the surrounding medium. Quadrupolar and higher

order effects were neglected and, although no distinct quadrupolar structure was

observed, these effects might produce a peak shift, even for these relatively small

islands citebeitia99. The neglect of the dipole-dipole interaction between islands

may be more significant, particularly for the more closely spaced Ag islands. The

neglect of interband transitions in the model is not expected to be significant in the

spectral area of interest. The SEM and AFM images show that assuming ellipsoidal

islands is also an approximation and, where the shapes are significantly faceted, it

is possible that quadrupolar effects will become more important.

7.5 Summary

Elongated Pb islands with lengths of up to 430 nm, and widths of 60 nm, were

grown on Si(557)-Au. The islands showed a strong RAS signal with a negative peak

at 1.1 eV and a positive peak at 0.47 eV. The islands were stable in ambient for

approximately one week. The Pb islands were also capped and their RAS signal was

retained with only small changes. Both peaks shifted to the IR. Capped samples

retained their RAS signal for several weeks. The experimental results showed that

the capping with a-Si was largely successful. Modelling of the RAS spectra was less

successful.

The nanoantenna approach gave reasonable values of the average length of the

Pb islands using the position of the maximum, but provided no information about

the minimum or the line shape. Also, the differences in the uncapped and capped

average lengths is likely to be due to limitations of the model. The other approach,

which attempted to predict the full spectral line shape, neglected both quadrupolar

effects and dipole-dipole interactions between islands.

The problem of calculating the optical response of anisotropic metallic islands

arranged in anisotropic arrays on a surface, and subsequently capped, remains in

practical terms unsolved. The discrete dipole approximation [238] can be used with

a very fine mesh, but the computer time is prohibitive. The main conclusions of

this chapter are that it is possible to cap nanoislands and retain useful anisotropic
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optical properties, that RAS is a sensitive in situ probe of the nanoislands structure,

provided the spectral response is extended as far as possible into the IR, and that

the comparison of uncapped and capped spectra are a severe test for models of the

optical response.
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8 Conclusions and future work

8.1 Overview

The main objectives of this thesis were to use linear optical techniques to study the

characteristics of quasi 1-D structures grown on Si(111) and secondly, to study the

capping of 1-D structures with a-Si. Optical techniques are an ideal technique for

studying the capping of materials because light has a large penetration depth and

can probe buried interfaces.

The linear optic technique used in this thesis was RAS. It measures the re-

flectance anisotropy in two orthogonal polarisation directions at normal incidence.

It achieves surface and interface sensitivity when the bulk material is isotropic and

only the surface or interface has an anisotropic signal. For studying the 1-D struc-

tures in this work the RAS system was extended into the IR. Two systems were

developed, a PEM RAS system which could work from 0.42 eV to 5 eV, and a

rotating sample based system which worked from 0.12 eV to 0.4 eV

A strong optical anisotropy was seen on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface, which is

related to the Au chain structures on the surface. This consisted of a broad negative

peak from 1.5 eV to 2.5 eV, and a positive peak at 1 eV. The monolayer coverage of

Au required for this surface is controversial with values of 0.4 ML and 0.6 ML both

being suggested. By taking into account the areas of the surface associated with

steps, the coverage for a perfect singular Si(111)-5×2-Au surface has been calculated

from the RAS response. Coverages of 0.59 ML ± 0.08 ML were found, consistent

with the new three chain model proposed by Erwin et al [24]. The optical anisotropy

was removed upon capping the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface with as little as 0.5 ML of

a-Si.

When adatoms were deposited on the Si(111)-5×2-Au surface at room tempera-

ture the RAS spectra was consistent with the adatoms being immobile. Subsequent

heating caused the RAS signal to change drastically, as the adatom decorated ”5×4”

reconstruction was formed. Temperature dependent studies allowed 100% and 0%

adatom filled sites RAS spectra to be extracted. These spectra will be particularly

useful for comparison with future ab initio LDA-DFT optical response calculations.

The optical signatures from this surface could prove to be very interesting in the

study of defect induced CDWs.

A strong optical anisotropy was also seen on the Si(775)-Au and Si(557)-Au

surface. It had many of the same features as the Si(111)-5×2-Au RAS signature,

but the line shape was significantly different. Upon capping the Si(775)-Au surface
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most of the optical anisotropy was also removed, but the signal around the bulk

critical points of Si remained and shifted to lower energy as the capping layer got

thicker.

The RAS response of Si(557) and Si(775) was compared with preliminary ab

initio LDA-DFT calculations. Given the difficulty of ab initio optical response

calculations, this initial work has been quite successful in reproducing the RAS

spectra from Si(557). A bulk terminated and relaxed Si(557) surface provided the

best fit. The structure at 1.2 eV may come from either a Pandey-type chain or

a dangling bond state at the step edge. As Pandey-type chain structures have

produced RAS signatures at significantly lower energy than the structure recorded

here, the dangling bond state at the step edge is the more likely candidate. However,

on this surface there is good experimental evidence that a triple step structure is

formed with the triple step having a Si(112) orientation. None of the various Si(112)

reconstructed surfaces tested showed promising RAS signals in the region of 1.2 eV.

It is therefore necessary to use a larger unit cell covering the full triple step and

Si(111)-7×7 terrace.

Elongated Pb islands with lengths of up to 430 nm and widths of 60 nm were

grown on Si(557)-Au. The wires showed a strong RAS signal with a negative peak

at 1.1 eV and a positive peak at 0.47 eV. The Pb islands were capped with a-Si and

their reflection anisotropy was retained with only small changes. Both peaks shifted

to the IR. Capped samples retained their RAS signal for several weeks. The results

showed that capping with a-Si was largely successful.

The modelling of the RAS response from the elongated Pb islands was, however,

less successful. The nanoantenna approach gave reasonable values of the average

length of the Pb islands using the position of the maximum, but provided no infor-

mation about the minimum or the lineshape, and was not able to fully reproduce the

shift to the IR on capping the islands. Other models which attempted to predicted

the line shape could reproduce either the minimum or maximum accurately, but not

both. However, the models neglected both quadrupolar effects and dipole-dipole

interactions between islands.

8.2 Outlook

RAS has been shown to be an extremely sensitive tool for quasi -1-D surfaces, espe-

cially in the IR. Studies of the temperature dependence of the RAS signal on all the

Si(111)-Au systems would be interesting and could put further limits on the current

structural models. Using RAS it may be possible to study important metallic to
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insulating phase transitions in the Si(111)-Au systems. Using ab initio methods to

calculate the optical properties of these surfaces is very important not only to gain

a full understanding of the RAS signal, but also because probing both filled and

empty states provides a severe test of structural models and has the potential to

resolve at least some of the current controversies surrounding quasi -1-D structures

grown on Si [25]. The work in chapter 6 should lay a firm foundation for future

work on Si(111)-Au surfaces.

The Pb islands discussed in chapter 7 show strong plasmon resonances in the

IR. These resonances are mainly related to their dimensions. It has been shown by

others that an optimum length to width ratio is achieved at temperatures slightly

below room temperature. RAS could be used to optimise this system if the peak

in the IR can be monitored during growth. The problem of calculating the optical

response of anisotropic metallic islands arranged in anisotropic arrays on a surface,

and subsequently capped, remains in practical terms unsolved. A solution would be

to use the discrete dipole approximation with a very fine mesh of dipoles, but the

computation time would be prohibitive. Ideally an analytical model of the optical

response should be found. The comparison of uncapped and capped spectra would

be a severe test for this new model of the optical response.
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A Jones matrices

The Jones matrix method is a useful method to help understand optical systems

where polarisation is important. It was first described by R.C. Jones in 1941 [239,

240]. Each different input polarisation of light is assigned a 1 × 2 matrix (vector)

and each component is assigned a 2× 2 matrix. The effect of a series of components

can be established by multiplying the matrices. The Jones method does have some

limitations, it cannot deal with depolarised or partially polarised light. For this the

more general Muller matrix method should be used. The Jones vector is generally

defined as: (
Exe

iφ

Eye
iφ

)
(A.1)

Where Ei is the electric field intensity and eiφ is the phase. It is normal to normalize

the magnitude of this vector. The following are the most common input vectors that

can be used.

Linear (x-direction)

(
1

0

)

Linear (y-direction)

(
0

1

)

Linear (45◦ from axis) 1√
2

(
1

1

)

Right Circular 1√
2

(
1

−i

)

Left Circular 1√
2

(
1

i

)
Common components are:

Linear polariser (x-direction)

(
1 0

0 0

)

Linear polariser (y-direction)

(
0 0

0 1

)

Linear polariser (45◦ from axis) 1
2

(
1 1

1 1

)

Half Wave Plate

(
Cos2θ Sin2θ

Sin2θ −Cos2θ

)

Quarter wave plate

(
Cos2θ + iSin2θ (1− i)SinθCosθ
(1− i)SinθCosθ Sin2θ + iCos2θ

)
Here θ is the angle between the fast axis and the x axis.
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B FlexRAS LabView Program

A LabView program was written to record RAS spectra. This program was designed

to be flexible in allowing the user to exchange many of the components to suit the

samples being tested. Its basic logic was quite simple, it proceeded as follows.

1. Initialise Components 1. Set PEM voltage for required start energy

2. Set to detector for required start energy

3. Set time constant

4. Set filter to dark

5. Read dark DC

6. Set filter for required energy

7. Set monochromator for required energy

8. Read AC voltage and optimise sensitivity

2. Measuring 1. Set PEM voltage for required energy

2. Set monochromator for required energy

3. Set filter for required energy

4. Check detector (If needs to be changed go to 4.1)

5. Read AC

6. Check sensitivity

(optimise if needed and read AC again)

7. Read DC

3. Calculating RAS 1. Take AC value and scale by any damping factor

2. Take DC value and subtract dark DC

3. Divide corrected AC by corrected DC

4. Save energy, RAS, AC and DC

5. Step energy and return to point 2.1,

until finish energy is reached

4 Changing detector 1. Change to detector needed

2. Set filter to Dark

3. Record Dark DC

4. Set filter to required for energy

5. Return to point 2.4

Included here are some screen shots of the various modes of operation of the

RAS LabView program.
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Figure B.1: The front panel of the RAS LabView code, options are selected to do

with the different components being used and various measurement options such as

wait times between readings and number of times to record each point can also be

adjusted.

Figure B.2: The Adjustment mode, this mode is used for alignment
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Figure B.3: Main Spectral mode, the energy is stepped and points are recorded.

Changes can be made to energy step size, time constant, start and finish energy.

Spectra can be recorded both forwards (IR-UV) and backwards (UV-IR). Multiple

spectra can also be recorded. The sensitivity is optimised automatically as the

spectra is recorded.
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Figure B.4: Transient mode allows changes at a particular energy to be monitored

over time. Any energy can be chosen and the lenght of time to record for can be

changed.

Figure B.5: Hysteresis mode allows changes in RAS signal at a particular energy to

be monitored as the magnetic field changes. This mode is used for MOKE measure-

ments. Spectroscopic measurements can also be recorded with a constant magnetic

field
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C Excel fitting worksheet

An excel worksheet was created to model the RAS response from anisotropic islands

on a Si surface. It was made to be extremely flexible and could output a variety

of different measurable parameters such as the real and imaginary part of the RAS

signal and the ellipsometric parameters tan Φ and cos ∆. The program has a set

of initial varribles that are used to calculate firstly the dielectric functions for the

metals and capping layer as well as depolarisation factors. These are then used to

calculate rs,x, rs,y, rp,x and rp,y. Which can be used in combination with angular

inputs to calculate the RAS signal and the ellipsometric parameters tan Φ and cos ∆.

Initial Variables

The following are the initial variables that control the dielectric function of the

metals, the depolarisation factors and other aspects of the system

Plasma Frequency of bulk metal: ωp

Scattering Frequency of bulk metal: ωτ,b

Fermi velocity of an electron in the metal: Vf

The dimensions of the wires: x, y and z

The coverage of the wires in ML was also used as an input

The scattering frequency for the x, y and z directions are then calculated with

equation 7.2.

Using the values of x, y and z the depolarisation constants can be calculated, however

excel had trouble solving the integral in equation 7.4. To get around this problem

a look-up table for various values of x, y and z was created. The depolarisation

constants were found to depend on the ratio of x : y : z so to reduce the number of

tables needed the value that was used for the lookup table was x/z : y/z : 1. The

look-up tables had problems when multiple cells could have the same number, for

example if you tell excel to look-up 8, it will find, 8, 18, 28 etc. To prevent this 1000

was added to each number before being used in the look-up table.

The volume of a single islands was calculated as was the RAS pre-factor (4πi) and

density of the islands (based on the coverage)

Dielectric functions

Several dielectric functions are included in the worksheet, not all of them are used

all the time. The real, imaginary and combination of the two are always included

as it made later calculations slightly easier. The dielectric functions included were
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Si, a-Si and Vacuum.

The metal dielectric function in direction x, y and z are calculated using the Drude

dielectric function (equation 7.1).

The dielectric function of the embedding medium is calculated by combining an

average of the substrate and the cap. This is done with two variables where the

fraction of the islands covered by the substrate and the fraction covered by the cap

are included.

The substrate refractive index is also needed for calculating rs,x, rs,y, rp,x and rp,y

so it is calculated using : n =
√
ε

Energy

The energy of the light is taken from 0.0001 to 7 eV. This is then converted into a

wavelength (λ) and wavenumber (k). 0 energy is not used to prevent a divide by 0

error.

Polarisability

The depolarisation constants N
′
i are first calculated using equation 7.10. The MLWA

correction is also calculated using equation 7.5.

These depolarisation constants are used to calculate the polarisability in x, y and z

using equation 7.11.

Output

To calculate the RAS and ellipsometric parameters tan Φ and cos ∆ first rs,x, rs,y,

rp,x and rp,y are calculated using the standard ellipsometry formula (equations 7.6

and 7.7). In the case of the normal incidence rs,x = rp,y and rs,y = rp,x. This can be

used to check for typos in the excel equations. As the excel does not handle complex

numbers in an intuitive, tidy or consistent way this check was very useful.

Finally the real and imaginary part of the RAS signal and tan Φ and cos ∆ could be

calculated using:

RAS =
2(rp,x − rp,y)
rp,x + rp,y

=
2(rs,x − rs,y)
rs,x + rs,y

(C.1)

tan Φi = Re

(
rp,i
rs,i

)
(C.2)

cos ∆i = Im

(
rp,i
rs,i

)
(C.3)
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